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It was announced that the police Committee on Judiciary.
corner and $15,000 for the entire cor- here today. They left Chihuahua yes- calendar. The bill has been before
the mechanical trades so that con-British Cruiser Hawke lasc
Senate Bill No. 81, by Wralton, an cei ted action may be taken when v ;tn ,ne
Congress two years.
might be supplemented
ner.
by deputy
here toSteamshipmen
September.
terday morning at which time the
D. C, April 15. The sheriffs if necessary to assist in car- act to prohibit the depositing of filth wage demands are made. Demands
Washington,
National Guard Orders.
as "the
disaster
the
characterized
to
Mexican
delivered
the
peowarning
To
of a federal board of media-- rying out the orders of Judge Ow- or refuse near habitations, etc.
will be made on all railroads in the most startling news which has come in
The following orders were issued hy ple by the United States government creation
on
Committee
arto
ens. Copies of the injunction issued
Judiciary.
tion and conciliation ultimately
same
at the same time so from Sea since the advent of wireless
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes Satur- had not been received.
Senate Bill No. C2, by Walton, an that allterritory
bitrate industrial wars in all branch- - by Judge McKinley appeared on the
roads will be involved si-- ! telegraphy.'
the
The first heard of the
The Americans declared that reladay: General Order No. 5, announot business, was aavocaiea roaay doors of the convention hall and on act defining the rights of property in multaneously if a strike is called. The
ies
1 o'clock this morn
about
was
of
Ameraccident
the
tions
between
the
rebels
and
the
practice
cing
target
opening
before the House interstate and for- posts and trees nearby. The Republi- dogs, cats, birds, etc. To Committee
was called to order by J. W. jng when a bulletin from Montreal
meeting
season, April 1 to October 31; special icans in the war zone are so strained
on
committee
can
was
scheduled
Judiciary.
by Judge
commerce,
county convention
com-Order No. 4, directing Sergeant W. H. as make it the part of discretion to eign
stated that the Allf n Line offices there
House Bill No. 24, by Skidmore, re Kline, of Chicago, and, after
Martin A. Knapp, who presides over to convene at the same time in the
had na( received a wireless from Captain
on
and
rules
credentials
mittees
Showater to report for duty at
leave. The Mexican colony here read the United States commerce
on
Committee
court. First Regiment Armory. In this no ferred to
Judiciary,
been appointed, an adjournment was Gambell of the Steamer Virginian,
resignation of C. E. Hansen ac- the government's warning with gloom Judge. Knapp and Charles P. Neill, trouble was expected.
stating that the Titanic was calling for
House Bill Xo. 44, by Nichols, to taken until 2:30 this afternoon.
cepted, First Lieutenant M. G. Browne and expressed the opinion that the commissioner of labor, who was also
Two hundred and fifty patrolmen
transferred form duty with Company only a decisive Federal victory can present, advocated such a commission were sent to the Seventh Regiment prohibit blacklisting,
Representatives of four affiliated j assistance, after a collision with an
on motion of
d
C, First Infantry to unassigned list; ward off international complications.
and are the arbiters under the Erdman armory where the Democratic county Evans, referred to the Committee on unions, the cierks, painters, laborers, iceberg. The Virginian's captain
steam-fitter- s
for
his
was
boat
wereldtd
he
organizations,
heading
Circular No. 4, Militia organizations More Vigorous Campaign Proposed. act. The committee is considering convention is to be held, to assist in Railroads.
and they will make an effort tanic, whose position was said to be
notified that they must attend joint
General Huerta, the Federal com- - extending the mediation and arbitra- enforcing the orders of County Judge
Adjourned to two o'clock tomorrow
.
.,
to the federation that .
to
be
admitted
law
to
the
of
tion features
existing
1? to be formed.
on Page Seven.)
on
(ConUnue4
on
on
Continued
Continued
(Continued
Page Four.)
page eight.
include the coal mining industry.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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was given judgment for $770
MUST BELIEVE IT
THE DOCTOR'S QUESTION
Street Railway
against the Las
because Mr. Cox and daughter were Vhen Well Known Santa Fe People
Much Sickness Due to Bowel Disorders thrown from an auto, while trying to
Tell it so P'ainly.
A doctor's first question when con- cross the street car track.
When public endorsement Is made
sulted by a patient is, "Are your bowby a representative citizen of Santa
els regular?" He knows that 9S per
Fe the proof is positive. You must
cent of illness is attended with inacbelieve it. Read this testimony. EvLEGISUTIVEJOITERS
Reminds You
tive bowels and torpid liver, aud that
ery backache sufferer,
every man,
woman or child with any kidney trouthis condition must be removed gentApplicant for Consular Service.
ly and thoroughly before health can
Members of the legislature today ble will find profit in the reading.
Mrs. Bernarda R, de Escudero, 106
be restored.
signed a petition of Joseph Digneo tor
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I
Rexall Orderlies are a positive, a place in the consular service.
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
pleasant, and safe remedy for conKidney Pills today as when I publicstipation and bowel disorders in genBills Booked for Passage.
them in January,
eral. We are so certain of their great
A meeting of the Wavs and Means ly recommended
curative value that we promise to re-- j Committee of t heHouse was held this 1907. For about a year I was botherGoods. Always
turn the purchaser's money in every forenoon. Quite a number of meas- ed by a dull ache and weakness across
case when they fail to produce entire ures are booked for passage this, my loins and kidneys. I tired easily,
and any exertion brought on severe
satisfaction.
.veek.
pains in my back. Hearing Doan's
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like
Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was
candy, they act quietly, and aid in
Smaller Grand Juries.
producing a soothing, strengthening,
The Grand Jury at Carlsbad, Eddy induced to try them. The results
healing influence on the entire intes- County, has addressed the legislature proved beyond a doubt that this remtinal tract. They do not purge, gripe, in favor of a law that will reduce the edy lives up to representations. The
cause nausea, flatulence, excessive number of grand jurors, urging eco- cure it has brought has led me to
looseness, diarrhoea, or other annoy- nomy as the grounds for this recom- praise it on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ing effect. They are especially good mendation.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
for children, weak persons, or old
New York, sole agents for the United
WITH ALL CASH
TICKETS
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
folks. Three sizes, 10c, 25c, and 50c.
If eld and Tripp Return.
States.
Sold only at our store The Rexall
Senator Louis Ilfeld and RepresenRememoer the aame Doan's and
Store. The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San tative
George W. Tripp went to Las take no other.
Francisco St.
which
car
in
Ilfeld's
"Valley"
Vegas
is especially constructed for moun- WILD DAY OF FLUCTUATIONS
THE BUILDING GAME.
tain roads. They made good time and
ON STOCK MARKET.
(W. G. Doty in Puck.)
report the road from here to the
a
build
us
bungalow,
Come, let
Meadow City in good condition.
Activity Marked Transaction in Whicr
.
Three thousand ought to do it right;
a
Large Deals Were ConsumAt least, the architect says so,
The Third House Elects Senators.
mated
Although the builder says, Not quite.
What proved to be a most successWe'll sit us down and watch it ful and
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
of
the
interesting meeting
Leased 'Wire to Nw Mexican)
grow.
Third Legislative House, composed (By Special
a
us
our
111., April
start
15. It was
let
bungalow!
Come,
Chicago,
&
field
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
seeds in bulk and packages
of employes of the two upper branches of the state legislature was held wilder day in the wheat pit today than
Xow that its started, you can see
in the Senate chamber Friday evening even during the worst of the crop
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
How well twill look when it is beginning at 8:30 o'clock.
scare last week. Fluctuations were
done.
The House was called to order by more violent end punished both sides.
We'll plant shrubs here, and here a Speaker Andres A. Romero, with a Incitement started at once and kept
tree,
at boiling point while transactions
Quorum present.
in the sun.
.f
And here a flower-beMr. Staplin immediately asked unan- ran into an aggregate of millions
Phone Black
Phone Black
My, the carpenters are slow
imous consent to introduce a bill. and bushels. Countless reports of crop
In putting up our bungalow!
45
45
handed the clerk a most voluminous. damage gave fire to speculators who
package with a regular bill back. The believed the market was going higher
The builder says he'll have to change bill was read by title a first and sec despite the ten cent advance which
The inside trim or charge us more.
ond time, the title being La Floras, other
traders, no less confident,
And that he really can't arrange
and upon motion of Mr. Hubbell plac- thought fully discounted the injury.
To give us more than one oak door. ed upon its pasage and duly passed,
Difference of opinion was so wide
And that the fireplace, too must go, Mr. Ulibarri having been appointed by
the market at the outset varied
that
Too bad 'twill spoil our bungalow. the chair to "pass'' the bill for imlower to 1
from
higher as
mediate "approval" by the legislawith Saturday night. The
compared
done
not
move
in.
It's
yet.
let's
Well,
tors of the Third House.
price changes were shown in
But we can finish bit but bit,
A vote of thanks was thereupon ex- sharpest
the May option. That month started
in
debt
us
The thing has run
deep
tended Mr. Staplin for the courtesy
And cost five thousand. Look at it! and both he and Acasio Gallegos were at 110 to 111, an upward jump of
touched 111
dropped hack
Don't it look cheap and flimsy, invited to take seats beside the speak- to 1
to 107
and then whizzed back to
though?
er, each making some appropriate rein
110
Meanwhile July twirled
It surely is a bungle-owe- !
marks.
to 107,
The hour for the election of United bewildering fashion from 105
below to more than
States Senators having arrived nomi- - snapping from
declared in order and a cent above the final figures of the
were
nations
AROUND THE STATE
Near Union Depot.
333 HICKOX STREET,
B. L. Martinez, of Taos, in eloquent previous session.
seized the
A spasm of weakness
words placed in nomination J. Felipe
PHONE, RED 100.
Hubbell of Bernalillo county, whose corn market at the beginning, but soon
Heavy Flow in Cimarron.
nomination was seconded with appr'i- - it wheeled into line with the advancing
The average flow in the Cimarron .
priate remarks by Demetrio Trujillo, tendency which at the moment promilast week was 80 second feet.
of Rio Arriba.
Thereupon Andres A. sed to rule in wheat. The leading
I.'omero placed in nomination for the bulls had apparently given their attenTucumcari
Bridge.
Fire Destroyed
second senatorship James Baca of
more expensive
Fire destroyed the bridge of the Santa Fe, paying a tribute to the tion at first to the
bene
Rock Island at the east entrance to abilities of Mr. Baca as a statesman, grain, and had been caught, the
fit going to commission houses that
Tucumcari.
and Mr. Ulibarri in seconding the nom- had been
heavy sellers. July opened
ination of Mr. Baca spoke along the
dedown at 78
318l-- to
Petrified Backbone.
lines.
same
and then rallied to 78
clined to 77
The petrified backbone of a prenominations
There being no further
TO
historic monster was found near the the vote was taken on the election of
Carrizozo.
at
Knox
S.
Free unloading carried oats lower,
home of H.
two United States Senators from the
All
of
Third House which resulted as fol- but the offerings were promptly gobShipped a Car of Salt.
lows: J. Felipe Hubbell 15 votes; bled up and the market soon recoverand Inconvenience by Purchasing Weils
to
The New Mexico Salt Company James Baca, 15 votes; and Will P. ed. July started
Money Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
to 55, and then turnhas shipped a car of salt from the LaPoint 2 votes. Messrs. Hubbell and cheaper at 54
Estancia salt lake to Santa Fe
Baca havi, g received the necessary ed upward to 55
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
Activity and strength prevailed in
majority of the whole membership of
to provision trade. Realizing of profits
Buys Pantagraph.
Third House, were declared
tie
Padgett
and all Foreign
M. M. Padgett, principal owner and )ave been duly elected united States by longs however, checked the rise,
Payable
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Countries
Throaiiout
prlitor of the Las Vegas Optic, has Senators from that body.
which was due to firmness at the
A committee consisting of Ed C. Lil- yards and to dear corn. Initial sales
bought the Wagon Mound Pantagraph
from J. Gordon Smith.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
ian, V. Torres, and W. F. Read, was ran from Saturday night's level to 7
appointed to find the two Senators-tlec- t higher, with September delivery 18.37
Day at Carlsbad.
and escort them to the rostrum.
Big
Pay
for lard, and
jt
for pork; 10:62
j
More than $100,000 was distributed
The committee presented to the 10:42
for ribs.
D. BARNES,
Saturday, pay day at the Carlsbad chair Hon. J. Felipe Hubbell, and Hon
dam and also at the offices of the James Baca, United States Senators- General Fertilizer Company.
the Third Legislative
elect from
V. Cox

The Little Store
of the Superior

Again

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire "

the

the Leader

1

Foster-Milbur-

n

I

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

d

LEO HERSCH

n j.

CRICHTON

COAL

IPinon,

c

c

Dawson,

Yankee,

4

SAWED WOOD

2

WORK YOUR GARDEN WITH TOOLS YOU BUY FROM US AND
THEY WON'T ALWAYS BE BREAKING.
WE "RAKE" THE MARKET FOR THE BEST GARDEN TOOLS
AND HARDWARE MADE.
WE "HOE OUR ROW" BY GIVING OUR CUSTOMERS
GOOD
HARDWARE FOR THEIR GOOD MONEY.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If

It

Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water ?
:

ik".

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

WATER CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

Capital City Bank Bid

FRANK M.JONES.

.

Room 26.

I

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

Parts

The World

2

2

2

Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
first-clas-

CARRIAGE,

J.

139

R. CREATH,

SANTA FE,

AUTOMOBILE,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

fairer Silveiing,
Etcfc'ng on Glass
and Brass

SATISFACTION
GUAR ANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
305 San Francisco Street.

Y
M

I
II

W

e

livery rigs.

s

310

San Fracisco St.

N. M.

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Orders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
OFFICE C. Q. M. Chronicle Wdr., Han Francisco. Cul .April 15. 1012. Sealed propowili will
be received here until II a. m. May 15, lil2. for
fnmishiiiK coal required at posis in Western
Division (luring tis-a- l yeur commencing July I,
la 12. Information furnisliedon application here
or to Post Quartermasters and Quartermasters
at Seattle. Wash.. Portland. Ore, and Honolulu,
H T.. and bidsmay be received by Posi QuarterHonolulu, H. T
masters and Quartermaster,
until II a.m. Pacific timp. May IS, 1W3. See
Sec. 3716, K. S. F. Vo.N SCHKADEH, C. Q. M.

jHEW MUCIUaM PUNTING
Local Agents for

CO.

and Desk combined.
A

Desk Untt with few or

manyBookUniteasdreA

dsk and bookcase ever made
Roomy, convenient, attrac- tive. Ve want to show you

House of New Mexico.
to adMr. Baca then proceeded
dress the assembly,
stating among
other things that he had been work
ing for the honor which had been
conferred upon him, for "62" years.
At the close of Senator Baca's address
Senator HuDDell aaaressea tne a- Rornai Held for Murder. .
well
Ahundio Bernal was held at Gallup sembly, and upon closing, he
for the murder of Jose Garcia, whom as Senator Baca, was loudly aplaud-hshot down between McSparron's ed.
and Montoya's blacksmith! Terms of office were then drawn
saloon
Mr. Baca drew the 1917 term
shop
while Mr. Hubbell drew that expiring
in 191?,. A resolution was thereupon
Damaae Bv Wind Storm.
A wind storm of 75 miles an hour irtroduced by Mr. Read, and passed,
to
blew down a section of the west wall that the House at once proceed
of R. E. Bowden's $5,000 storage barn, elect a successor to Mr. Hubbell. Mr.
followed the next second by 75 feet Read then placed in nomination B. L.
Martinez of Taos, and there being no
of the east wall.
.
he was
opposition to his candidacy
unanimously elected to the United
Wedding at Taos.
On Wednesday of next week, Car-- States Senate from the Third House,
los Dunn of Taos, will be married to! Mr. Martinez was escorted to the
of rostrum by a committee appointed for
Miss Helen Schaefer, daughte
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Schaffer of Las, that purpose and in eloquent words
thanked the members for the honor
Vegas.
bestowed upon him.
After transacting other business
Robbed While Drunk.
Juan Maria Mendoza. was taken and listening to a very Interesting
from a train near El Paso for beins and instructive address by Hon. Acadrunk. When he sobered he com - io Gallegos the House adjourned un16.
til
April
Monday
evening
plaiued that he had been robbed of
$500 in American money and a gold
PASSENGERS OF TITANIC
watch.
ARE SAFE WIRELESS SAYS.
Acquitted of Murder Charge.
W. B. Terry on trial at Santa Rosa (By Special Leases Wire to New Mexican)
Montreal, April 15. The local office
on the charge of killing a man named
Brown at Cuervo, was acquitted', the of Horton Davidson has received the
killing being deemed justifiable. The following wireless message: "All pasIn
grand jury found 43 true bills and 10 sengers are safe and Titanic taken
tow by the Virginian."
no true bills.
Raton Elks.
HOWS THIS?
The Raton Elks have installed the
W offer One Hundred Dollars Refollowing officers: Exalted ruler, C.
M. Bayne; esteemed leading knight, ward for any case of Catarrh that canH. P.
esteemed loyal not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Roseberry;
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
night, J. A. Cutter; esteemed lecturWe, the undersigned, have known F,
ing knight, W. J. Howells; secretary,
W. M. Oliver: treasurer, C. N. Black- - J. Cheney for the last. 15 years, and be' Troll
ti&v "PrnnL-- Iframcr- - tmctAfiQ lieve him perfectly honorable In all
D. Baldwin and Ernest Ruth; dele- business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
gate to grand lodge, E. G. Twitty.
District Court at Las Cruces.
by his firm.
In district court at "Las Cruces,
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Judge E. C. Abbott dismissed the inHall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
junction brought by the losing candidates against those who received the nally, acting directly upon the blood
majority of the votes at the city elec- and mucous surfaces of the system.
tion, holding that the laws regarding Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
registration and judges of election did per bottle. 8old by all Druggists.
not apply to municipal elections. W.
Take Hall' Family Pills for constt
Scalded in Tub of Hot Paste.
While papering a room, Mrs. Lucia
Garcia, at Las Vegas, fell into a tub
of scalding hot paste. She sustained
terrible burns that may prove fatal.

-

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

ff

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

f

jgirr .gpaiarli

rmuffi&IIBMjSlBi

iqJSukS
rSFSp

Or-

Or. Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

f
'
R

II

II

Prom

La Salle Restaurant

4

J.

at Lowest Rates.

Policies

2

Save

Also

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives "at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5. 1)0 teams.
Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order 10c a diss,
furnished commero'al men to take In
Mew York Chop Suey 60c the
surrounding tonns. Wlrs E'.nbudo
8tatlon-

-

Foley Kidney Pills

TONIC IN ACTION

-

QUICK IN RESULTS

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
VEOPLE and for WOMEN.
For sale dt all droggiets.

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REfrrtiMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.

PRICE LIST.

Phone Black 50166
Leave Orders

at

Oxford Club Saloon

Inches long
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
10c
One-li2
.
over
over
not
3
and
20c
inches
Stamp,
long.
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-liand not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-li10c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
sizes
at
Where
Larger
proportionate prices.
type used Is
lf
over
inch in size, we charge for one Use for each
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

-2

ne

JULIUS

MLIER

1- -2

ne

1-

-2

1- -2

ne

The Tailor
Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

or

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
inch
90c
any town and date, for
inch.
50c
Ledger Datar month, day and year in
inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch .... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
,1.50
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp asid Wood Cut
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.50
Local Dater

1- -2

1- -3

1- -4

1-

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G
1

2
4

2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2
25 cts;
4,
35 cts ; 3
x4
x 6, 60 cts ; 4
2,
75 cts;
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
3--

3--4
1- -4

-9

4,

15

cts;

1- -2,

1- -8

x7

1--

FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
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FOR OB. HEWET
Chosen Director of AH Exhibits at the San Diego
Exposition
SAILS

F03

CEjfM

AMERICA

Fine Tribute Paid Santa Fe
Scientist by President C. D.
Collier.
Siwoial to the New Mexican.
Chicago, 111., April 14. President
C. D. Collier of the
Exposition announces today the appointment of Edgar L. Heweit as director of exhibits in all of the departments of the exposition at San
Diego. President Collier says: "Of
all of the men I have been able to
find in all the nation. Dr. Hewett, is
Panama-Californi-

F1CCS
Rexall Week April
Phone Main 37

th to 20th

15

a

S.

IT.

PAGE THREE

by reason of his large executive experience and training with the Archaeological Institute of America, the
Smithsonian Institution, foreign museums and his extensive field work in
the Americas, Enroix-- , Asia and Africa, the best man for this important
executive position." .Director Hewett
and V. Jefferson Davis, publicity representative of the exposition, will sail
for Guatemala, Central America, on
of Dr.
April 17. The appointment
i.e.vett incidentally m ans much ;o
Santa Fe, from where much of the
work will be directed, and to the New
Mexico Museum, which will undoubtedly have the choice of thousands of
exhibits after the exposition is over,
making the New Mexico Museum one
of the most important in the world.
Doctor Hewett is a comparatively
young man. who came to New Mexico
from Colorado, as. president of the
Normal University at Las Vegas and
from thence went into archaeologii crl
work. Mrs. Hewett is at present in
Santa Fe.
Dr. Hewett makes it the first condition of his acceptance of this appointment that it shall in no way interfere with his work as director of
the School of American Archaeology
in Santa Fe.
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The World Famous Archaeologist, Today Appointed Director of All Exhibits
at the San Diego Exposition.
ACTIVE INTEREST DISPLAYED
ON STOCK MARKET.
(By Spctnl Teased vVirc to New Mexican)
New York, April 15. Before noon
all adverse considerations seemed to
be forgotten and the stock market
continued its forward march with es- pecial strength in the standard is-sues, foremost among which was Unit-ed States Steel. Activity in American Can stocks was maintained during the noon hour by which time the
common had gained 3 points and the
preferred 6
New York Cent t ill developed renewed strength with a better tone to Missouri Pacific and other Gould issues
in connection with the
prospective
1
1

settlement of the
terminal litigation.

East Side of Plaza, Next Door to First Nat. Bank Bldg.

Wabash-Pittsbur-

dealings shrank greatly,
were not interfered
with. A long list of issues were up
from 1 to 6 points, late buying was
particularly effective in Amalgamated
Louisville
and Nashville,
Copper,
Pittsburg Coal preferred and American Can. The market closed strong.
The last hour brought no diminu
tion of interest, and prices of some
issues, notably United States Steel,
New York Central, Union Pacific,
Southern Pacific, St. Paul, Great
Northern preferred, Northern Pacific
and other standard shares, were at
the top.
Although

the advances
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MATTHEW S. GROVES,
Member of State Corporation Commission.
Matthew
S. Groves,
member of
the State Corporation Commission, is
welt known from one end of the State
to the other. He has bad an excellent
business training and his Intimate
knowledge of conditions throughout
the commonwealth as well as his business interests in adjoining states, fit
him especially well for work on the
Corporation Commission to which he
was elected on the Republican ticket.
For many years he was a resident of
Rio Arriba county, until his removal
to Eddy county some years ago. He
has been engaged in the lumber busi

ness for many years and is president
of the Groves Lumber Company with
yards in Eddy county, New Mexico,

and Reeves and Culberson counties,
Texas. He has been chairman of the
Republican Central Committee of Eddy county for the past five years and
has also been a member of the state
central committee. Mr. Groves is in
the prime of life, is a Mason and a
Shriner and a member of Santa Fe
Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E. He is
married and has children and numbers his friends by the hundreds in
Santa Fe.
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A very atis today building up this Great West sign boards telling distance and direc or Otero appointed Miss Maggie Bu - U was Passed by a vlva voce vote and
contract
tractive
the
written
by
to
tion
the next settlement or point clier a member of the New Mexico that in double quick time. Llewellyn
that the efforts of government
reRELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PA.,
clamation are insignificant in contrast of note.
Board of Education and that for years clinched the matter by moving to re
and
reconsideraconsider
the
and the chief benefit therefrom is inlaying
she served faithfully and efficiently
wherein a person buying a Reliance Life Policy can buy at the same time
While the Exchange Hotel site in that capacity, just as Mrs. Van tion on the table. This was done aldirect in the stimulus and encouragean Accident Policy for about twenty-fivper cent, less than accident
most
ment given to private endeavor; that would be a splendid location for the Houten served
unanimously.
to
can
sell
them
patriotically and unafford
companies
separately.
House Bill No. 24, by Skidmore, an
unless government reclamation is ad- new Federal Building, there are other selfishly on the Board of Trustees of
i
. . .
is
is
act
mam
is
whose
that
feature
suits
ministered in a
as
sites
for
the purpose, New Mexico's Miners Hospital, thus
good
just
spirit,
for damages against railroads may be
We will be pleased to go over The Duplex Idea with you.
with due regard to the rights of the but there is no other site in Santa Vn demonstrating the wisdom of
appoint brought In New Mexico by
public and primarily for the benefit of as appropriate for a tourist hotel. A ing at least one woman
21 Capital Olty
representative
was passed after a short deGeneral Agents,
the settlers themselves, in the local caravansery located there would hfl-on every state board that has
Bank Building,
anything
SANTA FE,
Reliance Ins. Co. j
communities, whose money is being everlasting advertising from the facl to do with welfare of women and bate during which Skidmore defended
N. M.
the measure and Rogers picked flaws
invested in trust, it is a distinct drag that it is located at the end of the Sangirls. Governor McDonald cannot fol- in it after
The
it
on progress, and many become a posi- ta Fe
cursorily.
examining
Trail; to a federal building .t low a better example than these two bill was
passed 38 to 3, Burg, Blan
tive curse to those whom it is intend- would mean nothing. If outside c.t- precedents.
chard and Moreno voting against it,
ed chiefly to aid.
An early spring model in printed
pital could be induced to erect
and several not voting because of be- silk.
"Some remedial
measures have a hotel at Santa Fe, one half of tne inIn the June number of the Sunset
FOR
informed on the
been suggested.
insufficiently
Failing a remedy, ducement would lie in the uct that Magazine of San Francisco will ap- ing
measure.
Not
Worth the Price.
and that quickly,
disas- the old
Hotel corner is pear an elab6rate article on New
S.C. White Leghorns, IJEggs, $1.00
Exchange
House Bill No. 44, by Nichols, proDon't wrap a child's hair in curlers
ter, widespread loss, and actual suf- available. As a Federal Building site Mexico, written by Hon. L. Bradford
1.00
Barred Plymouth Rocks, U "
black
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY
listing was passed with at night, says a writer in The. House
fering are inevitable, if not already the corner is today worth $20,000; as Prince. Besides a general description hibiting
" .40
out debate by 40 to 2 votes, Blanchard keeper. Curly hair is not. worth what
Fancy Fresh Table E&s, doz.
incurred.''
a hotel sTte its continuing value can and historic view of the new state, itj and
J
Moreno voting against it,
it costs in disturbed and restless
125 Palace Ave.
contains a novel teature in a series
hardly be estimated.
House Bill No. 14, by Tripp, forbid sleep. A headful of curlers is just W.LINDHARDT,
of
reasons
The Earth for April, has two excelwhy New Mexico is of spe ding the sale and drinking of intoxi- about as comfortable as a
pillow filled
lent articles on New Mexico. One Is Uruguay has created a publicity cial interest to different classes and cants on trains and on other railroad with clothespins.
If you doubt it,
by H. B. Hening, secretary of the bureau which is modeled somewhat professions of men, which it is be property, except at duly licensed ho watch the frowning face of the child
Bureau of Immigration, and is entitl- after New Mexico's Bureau of Immi- lieved will be the text for many an tels and
gives the conductor the right asleep, see the restless turning of the
ed-:
"New Mexico, playground of gration, only that it has a good many immigration article in the future.
to arrest any passenger violating the head and in the morning note how
the West." It speaks especially of more paid officials and receives an
law, was recommitted to the Commit- she yawns and stretches and hates to
Are You a Seller? An advertise- tee on
EI Camino Real and the good roads annual appropriation of $39,767.64.
Judiciary, the Committee on get up. If hair that is straight must
movement in the state. The other is The director's annual salary Is fixed ment in the classified columns of the Railroads
having reported it favor- be curled, do it in the daytime and
Manufacturer of
by Mine Inspector Jo E. Sheridan of at $3,102; two section chiefs each re- New Mexican will put your real es- ably.
,
Skidmore explained that the not at night.
on
,
tate
the market effectively. It will measure is for the protection of pass
Silver City and is entitled: "Coal ceive $1,240.80 a year; four assistants
Blueing-Resources of New Mexico," and gives $500.64 each; the translator $868.56, put the facts of your property before engers and conductors
New
Neck
Bows.
molesagainst
a concise and authoritative review, of the official photographer $992.64. New the eyes of all possible buyers.
New velvet bows for the neck are
tation by disorderly drunken persons,
Four Phones and Five Wagons.
New Mexico coal mines and coal fields. Mexico should be as liberal as
Lawn Swings and
argued that the bill opened the made perfectly flat, and instead of the
Rogers
,
of
In
for
of
its Bureau
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New gates too wide, gave the conductors usual crosspiece of velvet fibre is a
as well
providing
ten and without the exaggerations so Immigration which has been doing Mexican, the paper "hat boosts all too much authority, too much proteo wreath of the tiniest satin flowers in k
J.H.BLA1N,
Proprietor
1 04 Q
often found in "write-ups,- "
are of In-- Rood service for the state the past of the time and works for the up- tion, by conferring on him powers as blue and pink attached to took'.Uk
and
Francisco .St
Cor.
San
Burrow
Alley
SANTA IMAL
few years,
estimable value to the new state.
,..
.
,,. ,
Telephone I57W.
building o our new State.
a peace officer. He made the point
AN
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How About That Fire Insurance? ;
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Then Act!

Think About It
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THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
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THE PALACE

ELS

THE MONTEZUMA
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Cor onadb Restaurant
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Short Orders run Day

Night,

25c.

Regular

Griffth's Low and HighTop;Shoes
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B. TONNIES,

UP : TO : THE : MINUTE
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INSURANCE

e

this

not a Theory

.....

it

a

facti

HALL & HALL

EGGS

HATCHING

EconotnyGrocery

Butter, 25c. and 35c.

I

J. F. RHOADS
WOOD WORKER

Special Furniture,

Bacon, 2 lbs. for 25c.
Breakfast Bacon, Best
Grade. 20c. Ib.
Light House Cleaner,
6 bars for 25c.
per bottle, 5c.

Seats.
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO. I

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

Easiness

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

1856.

Incorporated

Just

i

1903.

Recevei

portunities of investment.
Claud BlacK, the merchant of Stanley, arrived in the city yesterday and
is stopping at the Montezuma.
J. R. Tucker, the real estate man of

Ladies' Oxfords, Patents,
Tans and Pumps,

1

f
!

Farmington, is a visitor in the city
and a guest at the Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. John McGillivray, Angus McGillivray and Allen McGillivray are in the city from Estancia.
J. F. Ortiz, the merchant and sheep
raiser of Ortiz, Colorado, arrived in
the city Saturday and registered at
the Montezuma.
William Campbell, a former hotel
man at Los Angeles, passed through
the city yesterday on his way to San
Antonio, Texas.
Dr. W. U. Radcliffe, treasurer of
the state board of health and medical
examiners, arrived in Santa Fe SaturI day and is a guest at the Montezuma.S.
Pane Metzoff, Mike Smith and C.
Corkins, are stopping in the city on
their way from Domingo to Hodges.
All are employes of the Santa Barbara
Pole and Tie Company.
W, J. Linwood, the secretary of the
cattle sanitary board is a visitor in
the Capital and is stopping at the
Palace. He arrived in the city yesterday from his home in Baton.
J. F. Miller, proprietor of the Valley
2 Ranch, and Mr. and Mrs. John Tre-veof Champagne, Illinois, and Mrs.
ft
Ross Trevett of Gary, Indiana, are visBoth the
itors in the capital:
are bankers.
Mrs. B. G. Randall, wife of the president of the Taos Valley bank, is in
the city en route for her home in
Taos. Mrs. Randall has been spendShe is a
ing some time in Florida.
guest at the Palace,
J. D. W. Veeder, the attorney of
Las Vegas, arrived in the Capital last
evening and is stopping at the Palace.
He had been appointed a trustee of
the Normal University but was reject
ed by the State Senate.
i
Georgfe W. A'rmijo, clerk of the CorCommission, has returned
poration.
ji
afrom a lengthy sojourn at Mimbres
Hot Springs. He is completely res5k tored to health and feels fine, so he
declares to his many friends who are
greeting: him enthusiastically.
Jose Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo who is
chairman of the Board of County
Commissioners of Santa Fe county and
who is one of the wealthiest sheep
men of the state, was here yesterday

White Nubuck Buttons,

Assortment of Ladies' and
Children's White Shoes.

A Complete

THE FAMOUS REGAL LINE
FOR MEN IN LOW CUTS, TANS AND BLACKS.
ALL NEW STYLES

Call while the assortment is complete.

SEUGIN

I

BROS. CDMP1Y.
7

P.

O. Box, 219

Howell Ervien spent Sunday at Albuquerque.
Mrs. W. H. Brown will not be at
home tomorrow.
E. A. Groves, of Ias Vegas, is a
guest in the home of A. Staab.
Senators John S. Clark and Louis
C. Ilfeld spent Sunday at their Las
Vegas home.
State Chairman A. H. Hudspeth
has gone home to White Oaks for
several days.
V. R. Smythe, good roads
engineer
with headquarters in Las Vegas, is a
guest at the Montezuma.
J. C. Kenmouth, a capitalist of Los
Angeles, is in the city looking for op-

tt

Phone 36.

Tre-vett- s

Glorieta Battle Field
C Al C
pAn
rUlV
OALC
I
'

J

f

f

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
y.
House, Stable,
Growing
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.
timber-n-propert-

I

f
I

O.C. WATSON
INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

&ca

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Children's Wash

Dresses

!

Every child should have several of these beautiful
Wash Dresses.
The assortment is especially
large, and all the latest Spring and Summer Patterns. Dresses of Ginghams and Percals, made
high and low collars, round or square Dutch neck
effects. A variety of stripes, plaids, checks and
All full
polka dot designs, effectively trimmed.
sizes from 2 to 14 years.
COME

IN AND HAVE A LOOK

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money 11
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding of
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c

Manicuring,
Chiropody,

YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

K

Y

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
bvery Description. Silverware, Cut Glass,
rated China. Watches. Clocks. Etc.
Reliable Jeweler

H

fV

VHMT7

Saa Franciso

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
USE

BossPatent Flour
AND YOUR BREAD

Street

Flour quality varies according to Wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean. poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

TROUBLES

ARE OVER.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

GO.

Next Door to Postoffice.

the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real econ-

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

omy, better results and

better treatment of your

digestive organs.

::

fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

Grapes, Oranges,

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Grape Fruit, Apples.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

FRESH VEGETABLES DAILY

WORK RETURNED

BY FIRST MAIL.

completestockin

S.

HUE a

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

New Embroideries,

large display of trimmed,
hats, patterns, shapes, etc.

maneuvers with sixty-fivper cent of
their authorized strength.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received this morning in the office

!N

of

State Treasurer

O.

Marron:

N.

Howell Ernest, traveling auditor, bank
examination
fees. $75; Thomas P.
Gable, game and fish warden, game
protection fund, $t;u; A. R. O'Quinn,
ctunty clerk of Eddy county, court
fees. $2S9.35; Dr. T. W. Watson, treasurer of Lincoln county, taxes, $50. S9;
Nestor C. de Baca, treasurer of Union
county, taxes, $4;nu;4; J. B. McManus,
superintendent of the state, penitentiary, convicts' earnings, $709.45; E. B.
Venable, county clerk of Grant county,
court fees, $106.
Incorporation.
The "Citizens Bank of Albuquerque,
New Mexico," this morning filed arti
cles of incorporation with the state
corporation commission asking a char-- 1
ter conferring the right of conducting
a bank of discount and deposit. The
at $50,000
concern is capitalized
which is divided into 500 shares worth
thou$100 each at par. Twenty-fivsand dollars has been paid in as a
The names of the
working capital.
incorporators, all of whom reside in
Albuquerque, and the amount of stock
subscribed by each follows: G. Giomi,
10 shares; Fred H. Kent, president,
20 shares; Alpheus A. Keen,
A.
20 shaies; W.
Foyil.
cashier, 216 shares; J. S. Beaven, 5
shares; E. A. Mann, 2 shares.
Public Lands Organization.
Uuids Convention
At the Public
held at Denver in October last, it was
determined to form a permanent organization covering all the western
states, to protect the rights of the people and the states to the public lands
and waters, as against the extreme doctrine of conservation and Federal Control. Hon. F. W. Mondell, president of
the convention, was empowered to appoint an executive committee of three
members from-eacstate, to arrange
this permanent organization; and he
has just appointed Hon. L. Bradford
Prince of Rio Arriba county; Francis
G. Tracy of Eddy, ami George W. Pilchard of Santa Fe, for that purpose in
New Mexico. This executive committee will meet on May 2, at Salt Lake
City for the purpose of consultation
and to perfect the entire organization
District Court.
David E. Furnall, yesterday filed a
suit asking for an absolute divorce
from his wife Mrs. Nora E. Furnall
The couple
alleging abandonment.
were married at St. Louis, Missouri,
June 9, 1904. The plaintiff also asks
for the custody of their minor child,
David E. Furnail, Jr. Alleging desertion Anastacio Martinez of Rio Arriba county filed a divorce proceeding
against his wife Bartola Martinez this
morning. The couple were married at
Santa Cruz. A suit to quiet title was
filed in the district court this morning
counby Liberato Vigil of Rio Arriba
ty against the pueblo of Santa Cruz.
The land for which the plaintiff wishes
title was purchased
an undisputed
J. A. Crist for the
from the Indians-bsum of $500.
e

t,

h

S

ANNUAL MEETING OF
BOARD OF TRADE.
Tomorrow evening, the Santa
Fe Board of Trade will hold its
annual election of officers.
Every member should be pre
sent.

(Continued

from Page One)
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Flouncings

RICHEST PROFUSION

have just arrived and
are now on display in a
very great variety of
new patterns and prices.
These goods are bought direct from the importer at.
the right prices, and we will
assure you we exercised
great care and pains to

e

various counties
be as follows:
Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley

nd

Beedings

I

125 Palace Ave.

j

secure dependable

15
13
10

'.

6
6

New

1

Mora'...

Spring Wash Dresses and

13

Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos

All-Ove-

Aprons.

r

7
12
ONE-PIEC-

WHITE DRESSES.

ONE-PIEC-

GINGHAM

12
S

One-Pie-

8

All Serge Dresses, Prices

ce

Ranging from

.22
14

$4.00 to $15.00

0
14

Your
Book

New Mannish Shirt Waists in a great
wish- variety of colors are sure to appeal to the lady
ing to secure both QUALITY AND COMFORT

'

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
Agent for the

HONEST PRICES

ROYAL TAILORS.

S

S

Si

'A

Here is Where We Lead ! :
A

Our Line of Muslin Underwear has arrived and
is on display. Positively the finest line that ever
came to Santa Fe. We are the recognized leaders in the Muslin Underwear, and we are living
:
:
:
up to that reputation. Come and see.
K

National League Result.
3 9 1
Boston
0 7 1
New York
Perdue and Kling; Mathew- son and Meyers, Wilson.

ft
ft

PILLS
CHICHESTER SI(RANI.
A

Ak your
OnipeiMl for A
IHuit.oJTii-urut
''"Ik 'n Hrd and Qold oictalllAV
feisjSISA luxes,
Ribbon. V
sealed
Blue
villi
TfAT??J2
U1 TaL no olhrr.HIT But of Tour "
r,IC 3
MrURtlfl. ASK
I'll
1IAM(M Jt RAM) ril.I.M, f r lifi
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years known as Best, Salwt, Always Reliai

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

ft,

it
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CO.

GOODS

DRY

SEUGMAN

ADOLF

K

ft

INSURANC-

FIRE

it.

Pocket

s

Union
H
Valencia
3
311
Total, delegates
The Democratic central committees
of the respective counties are requested to hold primaries and county con-- !
ventions at an early date to the end
that full representation from every
county may be in attendance at said
All Democrats and citiconvention.
zens irrespective of past party pflilia-- j
tions, who believe in the objects
sought to be attained by the Demo-- ,
cratic party, are requested to participate in said primaries and the selection of delegates to said convention.
All county conventions must be held
not later than Friday, May 10th, 1912.
A meeting of the members of the
Democratic state central committee is
also hereby called to meet at Clovis,
on the 14th day of May, 1912, at 9
o'clock a. m. for the purpose of transacting such business as may properly
come before the committee at said
time.
A. H. HUDSPETH,
Chairman, Dein. State Central Com.
N. B. LAUGHLIN,
Dem. State Central Com.

?fcV

To Suit

io

Torrance

W

DRESSES.

S

FIRE

E-

That Threeacre Tract is worth
investigating, which costs you
nothing. Better ask about it NOW
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

j

Especially Low Prices
...ON...

Tailored Hats
and Flowers
EEKS

FOR TWO

MISS

A.

A

T

MUGLER,

Southeast of Plaza.

ICE CREAMS
AND SHERBETS
at

THE JERSEY
3
Ranch, Moriarty, N. M. $1.00
Owens. They arrived shortly after
o'clock and formed a cordon around per gallon in 5 gallon lots. Cream
the building to await the arrival of guaranteed pure and will reach
the delegates and officers of the con- you in good condition. 5 cts. per
vention.
gallon extra for small lots. All
Eight hundred patrolmen are being flavors.
held in reserve at South Side stations
:
MORIARTY, N. M.
ready for immediate service in the A.J.JAMES,
event of serious trouble. In addition
a large force of deputy sheriffs were
sent to the convention hall to assist S. C.
in preserving order.
Sheriff Michael Zimmer was at his
Eggs for Hatching.
shortly
office in the county building
inafter 7 o'clock and personally
structed the deputies.
I
"Upon advice of my attorney,
lave decided to ignore Judge McKin- MAMMOTH PEKIN DUCKS
said.
ley 's order,"' Sheriff Zimmer
Made to order

N. M.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

DO IT

RIGHT!!

get
When you pack your winter clothing and furs,
no moth
have
will
and
CHEST
CEDAR
you
RED
a

,roub'e'

ENAMEL FURNITURE

When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

COMPANY.

Buff Orpingtons

$1,5013 Eggs
for Hatching

Eggs
Call for a Democratic State Convention.
R 11
Purusant to the instructions of the
Democratic State Central Committee
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
of New Mexico at a meeting held in
a Phone Red
204, 315 Palace Ave.
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 12th, 1912,
delegates convention of Democrats
of New Mexico ts hereby called
to be held art Clovis, N. M., on Tuesday, May 14th, at 10 o'clock a. m. for
the purpose of selecting eight delegates and eight alternates to repreOak or Maple Floor Laid,
sent the state of New Mexico at the
or Furniture Repaired,
National iemocratic convention to be
Mission Furniture Made
on
of
Md.,
Baltimore,
held in the city
to
Order, Screen Doors or
of
June 25th, 1912, for the purpose
Windows,
Glazing Done,
candidates
nominating Democratic
House Reor
General
any
of
President
Vice
and
for President
Gravel
Tar
and
pairing,
the United States for the Democratic
Roofing, see
party.
The various counties In the state
are entitled to representation at said
convention to be held at Clovis, on
the basis of one delegate for each one
CARPENTER
hundred votes or fraction over fifty
votes cast for the Democratic candi- Shop Opposite Montezuma Hotel.
date for Governor at the general elec
ALSO AGENT FOR THE
tion held November 7th, 1911, and
BufCll
on this basis the representation from
Awniflg.the Best Awning Made

$2.00

When You Want Any

THE

JAMES C. McCONVERYJlIl
in their Season.
Hardy Plants and Flowers
415

Phone. Black 204.

Palace Avenue.

EGGS

MANSFIELD

H.

V

::

.c

MRS. W. LINDHARDT J

DEMOCRATS TO BE RESTRAINED.

UMU

H.

f

SAHIONABLE MILLIN- hRY. Come and see our

(Continued from Page one)

Massaging

Vacuum Treatment.

Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
kinds of hair work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ.
343 San Francisco St
Phone 5075

JULIUS H. GERDES.

JEW ELR

j

AT ALBUQUERQUE.

NEW BANK

w

PAGE FIVE

E carry- the most

,

NEW SPRING LINE OF
'f

are persons

so radiant, so
genial, so kind, so pleasure bearing
that you instinctively feel in their
presence that they do you good, whose
coming into a room is like the bring
ing of a lamp there. Henry Ward
Beecher.
Th-er-

Your Patronage Solicited
.

PERSONAL MENTION

and today on bisiness before the county assessor. Mr. Ortiz left on the noon
train today for his home. Estancia
News.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bishop, left
th? city tonight for San Diego, Cali
fornia where they will remain for
some months in quest of health.
Daniel C. Ortiz and Hilario A. D!- gado, clerks in the post office here,
sl,ent Sunday in Las Vegas

M.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

i$

4

muni real r

ood

AND RETAIL
FACTORY wuuu
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
CERILL05 LUMP

C0.RDC,PD

STEAM COAL

ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot-

FIRST-CLAS- S

HACK SERVICE.
Buggiet and Saddle Hornet-

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:::

THEODORE C0RR1CK,

Phone Black 132.
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would have been dead- -I
now than in twenty years.
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thirty

1
dropped the
I had taken three bottles I could feel myself gaining, so
Only for it 1 think
doctor and took Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
saved
Me. 1 feel better

Scott.

really believe

it

I

Mayor Lopez Promises Safe,
Sane and Conservative
Public Policy.

my

JB0FES1M8.

WOMAN'S WISH

to Have.
What Juliette Metzger Would LiKe
If a woman could have one wish
granted, for the benefit of other women, it would be that all sickly, rundown women might be well and strong
again.
Miss Juliette Metzger of New York
says: I was in bad health tor about a
year, on account ot my Diood being
poor and thin. A short time ago I began to take Vinol and it Ftrengthened
and built me up right from the start.
I now feel strong and well again and
n
wowish that every weak,
man knew what Vinol will do for her. '
Poor blood that's the whole trou
ble with millions of pale, weak, rundown people, and our delicious cod
liver and iron remedy without oil,
Vinol, is just what they need to make
their blood as pure as a healthy baby's
We guarantee that Vinol will build
you up and make you strong if L
does not we pay ba-- k
your money.
Now is the time to make your blood
right, so get your Vinol today. The
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

Tonight at Court House
Lately Elected Official
Will Take Office

T
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The strain upon the young
strengthened with Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
structures-m- ay
woman or the woman of middle age upon the nerve and blood forming
tome
be too great for her strength. This is the time to take this restorative
nervine and regulator. For over forty years sold by druggists
and strength-givinso perfect
for woman's peculiar weaknesses and distressing ailments. The ona remedy
in composition ana so gooa in curative euecis ua iu win
i:s makers in printing its every ingredient on its outside
wrapper. The one remedy which absolutely contains neither
drugs.
alcohol nor injurious or
Following letter selected at random from a large number
of similar ones and cited merely to illustrate these remarks :
run down and irregular,"
"In the winter of 1903, 1 became frreatlyMich..
1
Route 1. Box it).
writes Mils. Henry Scott, of Swan Crek,resolved
to apply to the docE'.owly but surely trrew worse, and, at last,
and lacer-- i
tors for help The doctor said I had inflammation, enlareiment
;., hA
irot no better. The doctor said 1
lv,, woeka and
My hus- i
,W
"v ( that- - vrmtlH nrtt listen.
tO
rt'l unaii.. ., 1.,,,
WOU1Q
. nave
i
i
i
u.,.vi.,o f if fuirpo i n nvnnro rri'Si'niii ion Whn
but
liiuki not walk
the floor,
toSta
?fr

RATON NEW MEXICO

In rIT'!ct Miroh

Down)

ITS,

"nerves"
Makes a great difference in most noncn. They are troubled with
sleeplessness, a sensation of irritability or
they suffer from backache, headache,
symptoms of female weakness.
twitching, hot flashes, dizzy spells, or many other
s
The local disorder and inflammation should be treated with Dr. Pierce Lotion
and
Tablets and the irregularity and weakness of the female system corrected

Lompany.

Railway
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p m
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The county court house at 8 o"clock
tonight will be the scene of the induc tion into office of the city otnciaiselect ehosen at the last city election.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1- 8

Assistant District Attorney, Firs

Judicial District.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-nt-Lav-

.

In t.ie Diatrl t Court h
weii as before cn Supreme Court in
the termor.
Lout Cruces,
New Meacw.

Practlc

G. W. PRICHARO
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Pr&ctioe In all the District Court
md gives ipeclat attention to caaet
before the Territorial Supreme Couru
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M.

Acting Mayor Thomas P. Gable will
administer the oath to Celso Lopez,
CHAS. W. G. WARD,
and both the old and
the mayor-elecAr
District Attorney for Fourth Judicial
in
will
officials
''inew
participate
city
ra
p
District.
.
the inauguration of the new city ad- both North and South.
New Mexico.
W.
train
S.
&
P.
Ry.
las Vegas,
has
with
E.
Colfax
Celso
at
ministration.
Lopez
tConnects
Mayor
(From New Mexican. Friday evening, April 15, 1887.)
at Preston, N. M.
majority of
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains
H. S. Welton has ar- - - spent the day in Santa Fe and declar-- been elected by a go-- d
Agent
Special
'Daily except Saturday.
HARRY O. MOULTON
move the 700 Jicarilla ed that this was the most interesting the citizens of Santa Fe on a platform
tDaily except Sunday.
N. M., at 9:00 a. m. rived to
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown,
that promises a safe and san policy
from the Mescalero reserva- - place they had visited.
Apaches
round
pound
trip; fifty
Attnrnv-at-Laand Miss of government.
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50
Palace.
tion in Lincoln county, to the new! Hon. H. B. Fergusson
eve- curried free
were
married
Clara
last
it
as
Arriba
in
Rio
Huning
law
,.r
county.
reservation
the
to
arpnf0rce
inipnd
F.
11:11 p. m.,
Oscar
Blueher, Albuquerque.
'
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at
The Santa Fe will checkmate ning at Albuquerque.
has npVHI- - been done here before,'
Harvey O. Bittner, Albuquerque.
j
is
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
taken
A
is
of
which
being
Pacific
Missouri
public
subscription
said Mr Lopez to a representative
Santa ?e, N. M.
F. M. WILLIAMS, Gould's
W. F. Webster, Cincinnati.
JVAN HOUTEN,
L. C. WHITE.
"The Sunday law
planning to build from Durango to to secure tne services ot a spnnwier tfle New MeXican.
G. P. Agent.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
A. Groves, Los Angeles.
E.
V. P. C M.,
a
once
Superintendent.
day an(1 various other laws have been en
Albuquerque, by building from Santa to go around the plaza
Lend Claims and Contests a Specialty
D. W. Hall, Chicago.
Fe to Farmington up the Chama val- - while it is so dusty.
forced only in part, but I intend to see
D.
P.
Mrs.
Rathbone,
Chicago
Judge Diomcio Jaramitlo men at that every ordinance on the books is
ley.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Miss B. Bridon. Parksburg, West
A. H. Ten Broeck of Middletown, Socorro.
.
obeyed to the letter.
Attorneys-at-LawVa.
Worth
The
and
Fort
Texas
Denver,
i
N. Y., today subscribed $100 toward
mean we are to have
does
the
in
not
"This
Courts and Be
all
Practice
Denver.
J.
J.
Kennedy,
the Santa Fe Valley artesian well railroad filed articles of incorpora
tore the Interior Department.
like administration
M. A. Frick, St. Louis.
to cut across east- - an unbusiness
is
I tion today and
'blue bun.
project.
New Mexico.
he explained, "or
,,..
Taos,
J. D. W. Veeder, Las Vegas.
Rev. John Ferguson, pastor of the C0UntiS
days.' I expect to see that the saMrs. B. G. Randall, Taos.
Chas. R. Eaeley
Chat. F. Eaaley.
Presbyterian church at Santa Fe isj sheriff Frandgc0 chaves dismissed loons are closed during those hours
E. Grunsfeld, New York City.
&
that
EASLFY.
and
EASLEY
ordinance
by
designated
visiting Rev. James Eraser at Las
Las
S.
J.
Vegas.
Clark,
awJ Lorenzo RomerQ
,
drunk and disorderly
persons are
Vegas.
Attorneys at Law.
t
f
Antonio Wigard, Las Vegas.
. .
and
Practice in the courts and betort
streets
from
the
Four men are to be hanged in New ' .
promptly
kept
E. W. Walker, Albuquerque.
DCuno aml
Land Department
landed in the city prison, Sundays or
Mexico on April 29.
s
t
J. C. Kenmouth, Los Angeles.
Nevada,
Idaho,
Land grants and titles examined.
California,
uu any umei uuvo.
British
Columbia,
imo cnu mci
VinSt.
at
died
Dolores
Sister
Alberta,
W. J. Linwood, Raton.
Smith in their place.
will be a thorough reorganization of
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Eta
at the age of 81 years.
cent's
Hospital
Editorial.
Points
Oregon and Washington
police department. The
cla, N. M.
Governor Ross has signed the death
'TirilntiQl 'Drl iVio ril 1c Qtiner Qe fit. the city's
Montezuma.
warrant of Anderson, the Socorro torney general at the present term of change in personnel will be complete
William Baruch, Trinidad.
H. L. ORTIZ,
order will at
county murderer.
the district court at Mora in the to the end that law and There
Antonio,
William Campbell, San
will
be
be
times
all
preserved.
Attorney and counsellor-at-La,
In a freight wreck on the Santa Fe temporary absence of Colonel Breed-enand an assistant, the Texas.
Practicing before all the court la
and from all accounts is making a a
at San Miguel, caused by a broken
H. H. Dwight, and Mrs. Dwoight, the Territory.
to have charge with a patrole
latter
successful
&
fine
a
record
a
as
brakeman
prosecuand
fireman
rail, the
New Mexico
man during the night watches. The Sioux City.
Santa Fe
were killed and the engineer seriously tor."
F. Ortiz, Ortiz, Colorado.
J.
on
be
two
to
chief
and
patrolmen
"II1
tVm
taYPB
rlzlinmiinf
(Ilia thp
injured. Another train was wrecked
J. H. McCutchen, and Mrs. Mc- MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
duty during the day time. These men
f Qnn.n v. ,nirt ha nnilpr-tw,nt
near Lamy by a broken axle. AnothCity.
Public Stenographer
Cutchen,
in
stars
to
their
turn
be
required
re- the financial condition would show up
Raymond-Whitcomexcursion
er
W. R. Smythe, Las Vegas.
Santa Fe, N. M.
ON SALE DAILY
wnen not on watcn aim any one luunu
turning to New England from Mexico, much better."
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Olga Miller, Las Cruces.
patronizing saloons or places under
J. Dodd and Mrs. Dodd, Los
the ban of the department, while on
Phone Red 162.
duty, will promptly be discharged."
the
In regard to city improvement
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVEH- Dr. W. D. Radcliffe, Belen.
mayor-elec- t
TISE?
H. B. Jones, Tucumcari.
said: "I have no desire
I
Claud Black, Stanley.
Tell your story to
disposition to interrupt the proe or
P. W. Smith, Denver.
gram of improvement outlined by the
2,000,000
F. A. Chavez and son, Estancia.
Twelve Dollars.
previous administration. If any change
is made it will mean an enlargement
L. S. Mullin, Carlsbad.
We will place your
advertise
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
of the plans previously approved. The
B. C. Study, Denver.
ment in 25 leading newspapers' SunRiver under lease and will put in ten work of paving, building sewers and
W. Albertson, Denve:McKinley County.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P.
The Independent Fuel Coal Basin cyanide tanks, an ore shed and a hoist, other civic enterprises will be
J. R. Tucker, Farmington.
scriptive circular FREE.
men will be given employ- - ried on as funds will allow."
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Mrs. S. L. Martin, Chatham, Canada THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Company reports the strike of a five
foot vein of good coal on their prop- ment at the mill which has a nun"The question of suppressing the
Mrs. J. S Luruer, Winnepeg
AGENCY,
dred tons capacity and can treat at a Ted light has been brought into
t
erty near Gallup.
Pane Metzoff, Domingo.
Taos, New Mexico.
does
ore
it
two
dollar
inence during the brief city camSocorro County.
provided
C. S. Corkins, Domingo.
ro- paign," said Mr. Lopez. "After long
A letter received by Representative not carry too much copper, one
DR. VV. HUME BROWN,
a tary crustier and two tables have been deliberation in which I iave taken in
Coronado.
A. S. Goodell yesterday reports
Dentist
to mv counsel the best business le- Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Elias Garcia, Rio Arriba.
good strike of ore by the Mogollon installed.
Grant
of
ment
of
County.
the city regardless
Gold and Copper Company which has
past
S. Alson, Alto.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Fifty-oncars of ore were shipped affiliation, I have decided to adopt the
Phone Red 6.
L. M. urtiz, Rio Arriba.
just let a new lease on the Little
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Charlie to Los Angeles capitalists. from Lordsburg last week, the larg- - policy of regulation and segregation,
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. ra.
J. L. O'Neil, Chicago.
this year. The fallen, like the poor, we have with
The other holdings of the company est week's record for
And by Appointment
P. R. Sandoval, City.
Tb Wst Point of th Southweit"
are to be handled by the same peo- Abundant water is reported to have us always and I want to know at any
Ranked by United SUtes War DeJacobo Gabriel, City.
Initltu-tlon.- "
time
of the day or night just what the
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
ple. The output of the Mogollon dis- been struck in a mine shaft at Santa
partment a "Distinguished
Andy olsen, Laguna.
trict from a limited area of three by Rita. The line to convey electric pow- - inhabitants of the underworld of this
Physician and Surgeon.
T. M. Thompson, Windsor, Mo.
Army office detailed by Wai
five miles, is now given at $125,000 i. er to Hurley has been completed. The city are doing. I do not take into
Office and Residence
Washingto
Williams, Mahaffey, Pa.
Department.
Joseph
in this decision the
Ave. next door to Public Library.
month in gold and silver, or more Chloride Flat Company is loading a consideration
Through Academic course, preparadded
revenue
or
Office Jours 11 a. m. ts 12:30 p. m
than all of the rest of New Mexico car with high grade silver ore for
possible additional
LETTER LIST.
ing young men for college or business
The company revenue, but the morals of the young
2 tf i p. tm. Evenings.
The Ernestine Mining the El Paso smelter.
products.
life. Great amount of open air work.
Phone Black 47.
Company the last ten days of March is making regular weekly shipments, and the good name of Santa Fe."
Healthiest location of any Military
of letters remaining uncalled
List
Z. D. White has taken a
lease on' in regard to appointments Mr.
produced 8,850 ounces of bullion;
School in the Union. Located In the
in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
for
adjoining his claims near Fort pez was reticent, but said that they M.. for week ending April 6, 1912.
pounds of concentrates, while the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
and which run in gold and wouid be announced as soon as made, If Tint .allori ftr within tvun VMVa
was
for
the
month
total
Bayard
3VuO
output
of
elevation
an
at
of the West
ounces bullion, and IS
tons of vanadium. White had worked over A MW city physician and city attor-thi- s
feet above sea level, sunshine evry
thv will he sent to the dead letter RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
same ground in 1882 and 3SS3.
concentrates from an ore treatment
jney wU1 ue appointed in addition to a office at Washington.
AVE
Cay, but little rain or snow during tie
of 3,200 tons. The tonnage last week
Sierra County.
In the
city marshal and policemen.
season.
Tomotea G. de
Acuna
Phone, 220 Red
was 060. The 300 level west is in
Preston Benson and Del Benson are First Ward, Councilman George W.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Busto Epifranio.
ore.
200
rich
like
very
will
Sqmething
hold
in
eastern
Armijo
the Second
over,
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
all graduates from standard
exhibiting black diamonds which they
Barbero Manuel.
draught horses are at present plying found in a lava formation in the Ca- - Ward Canuto Alarid; in the Third
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
Chaves Apolonio.
on the road of ninety miles between ballos mountains.
Phone, 237 Black
They were picked Ward, Celso Lopez; and in the Fourth
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Chaves Cecilia.
Silver City and Mogollon, traffic being
L.
of-- ;
R.
Baca
will
Ward,
continue
in
on
surface.
Several
claims
the
up
In all respects.
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M- Conn Neville.
uninterrupted although the Gila is! were staked out in the hope that fice- However, it is expected that
V.
K.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
Miss
Collins
quiet high. The Deadwood mines white diamonds would also be discov- - Mr- Lopez will resign as alderman and
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pre.
Coldy E. J.
TIME TABLE ALL
plant is in full operation again, the ered. The U. S. Treasury in the,the city council will fill the vacancy.
Camul J. W.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Tne officers who will take office
engine having been repaired. The wa- Black Range is planning alterations
LOCAL TRAINS
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Duran Cresencita.
ter that accumulated in the lower levits mill so as to be better able to n'Sht are: Celso Lopez, mayor; Facun-savDoran Gusto.
and W. A. FINLEY.
els is being pumped out, the upper
do
treasur-mineJ.
s
H.
clerk;
the zinc values. Many old
Vaughn,
The following are the time table
For particulars and illustrated
Erwin Jaun
workings furnishing the ore in the
er: Nicanor Baca, alderman ( First
and prospects near
if the local railroads:
B.' R.
address:
Mrs.
Elliot
meanwhile. Customs ore is also being have been relocated the Kingston
past six Ward; Romulo Lopez, alderman
"A. T. & 9. r. Ry."
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
handled. At the Socorro mines, the
Feresky Mrs. J.
because of their lead and,ond Ward; J. W. Akers, alderman
Leave
Superintendent
Freeman Iva.
regular daily production at present zinc values.
Ihird Ward, and Frank Butt, alder
8:10 a. m., to connect 'with No. 3
is 170 tons. At the Treasure Mining
man Fourth Ward.
Gachipin Crucencio.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
B.
and Reduction Company three large
B.
(2)
Gray
BILL TO MOVE CAPITAL FROM
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
teams are delivering 60 tons per day
Garcia Agapito.
SCHEMES
PHOENIX TO TUCSON.
p. m.
to the mill on Whitewater creek. CurNellie.
Mrs.
Hutchinson
CONDEMNED BY RABBIS.
Remov- rent work on the
Leave Santa Fe at 8:30 p. m. to
Hume W. F.
patented Johnson Phoenix, Arizona, April 15. Repreconect with No. 1 westbound and No.
New Mexico.
mine has disclosed high average val sentative Wessel, of Yuma county, Central
J.
His
H.
Jackson
in Session at
Conference
2 eastbound.
ues in gold and silver. At the Oaks will introduce a bill today providing
Kern C. C.
Baltimore Says Hebrew's
1 am
arranging to change my business locationnearfrom Cedat
for
the
removal
of
state
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. ra.
the
on
Pacific
leasers
the
mines
Company,
1 am
Jos.
capital
Kelly
some
Are
desirable
Sect.
by.
point
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to conout a good tonnag of mill from Phoenix to Tucson. The enabling
are
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or
taking
Lee
Dorothy.
Jacks on January 15 ore,
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
from
that the capital should (By Special Leased Wire to New
, act provides
clipping 30 Imported Stallions and IMammoth
largely
L.
development
J.
Linson
Mexlcaj)
would like to correspond with amounting to a total of 40 feet of remain in Phoenix until 1925, but such
eastbound.
1912, being my first consignment.
Maldonado Elena.
Baltimore, Md., April 15. The CenReturninQ arrive at Santa Fe at
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood work during last week. From the a provision is not binding as
A.
Martinez
Juan
tral
Conference
of
American
Rabbis
8:35 p.m.
Down mine, daily delivery
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
of,hona had such a provision and the at its session here today passed a resOsier & Curtis.
ueave Santa Fe at 8:59 p. m. to conand Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please ore is now being made to the Dead-- , supreme court held that it was not olution which in effect discountenanPearson Hurbert N.
wood
tell
nect
mill.
with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
need
in
If
your
neighbors.
Some
not
little
is
me.
please
uneasiness
binding.
felt
yourself,
write
ced all movements which represent
Rolley Genevieve.
westbound.
Taos County.
V. DeCLOW.
here, but the change is not considered the Jew as a power other than a reReyes Manuel B.
la Jack Bidwell has begun develop- probable. Senator Wood, of Phoenix, ligious sect. The Jewish political Vijil Pedro.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11: SO
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids,
P. m.
which I can ship ment work on the King Solomon mine oft'ored a bill levying a tax on the an- - clubs, Jewish
rate
by
by
a
secured
express
I have
special
.Romero Julianita de
suffrages, the Kihillah
recently
I can
on the Rio Hondo, he having
Passengers fT me Belen cut-of- f
bhip jacks from Cedar Rapgross receipts of all sleeping and Society, the Socialist movement and
Sullivan E. J.
jacks at lower rates than ever before.
(2)
for
and Pecos Valley points should now
$104
to
Ariz.,
chased
$55
for
Phoenix,
the
mine. Frank Reed has! relrigerator car companies doing busl- other movements were mentioned in
each,
ids, la, :o Albuquerque, N. M,
Sandoval Calaesita.
rates.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7:20
taken over the June Bug mill at Red ness in the state.
the debate
the speakers
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding
although
Vades Cila.
as
heretoior). Connection leaves Almade it clear that their condemnation
In calling for these letters please
t 7:55 r- - m. instead ot
buquerque
PUBLICATION
FOR
of
NOTICE
these organizations were merely state whether "advertised" ornot.
2:20 a. m.
meant because in the words of the resC. J. N. Pecos Forest 03971.
E. C. BURKE. Postmaster.
D. & ft. Q. y.
olution "we discountenance the moveDepartment of the Interior
Leaves 10:05 a. tn. or nort.
ment toward the formation of Jewish
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
"
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north,
communities on other than the reli
March 13, 191- -.
MEDICINE
New ex)co central Ry.
gious basis."
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
12:45 p. m., connects with No.
Leave
New
who,
of
Mexico,
Rowe,
mediGarcia,
The continued success of a
1 seuth and west
east
and
i
required to restore health to
Indians Won Both cine
on March 4, 1907, made homestead en
Albuquerque
Something more than an ordinary tonic ismust
entirely upon its merit. Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
n
possess
system; the medicine
Games. The
Indian For dependsforty
s
Albuquerque
E.
try No. 107S5 (03974), for Lots 1, 2, a weakened,
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circulation
Lydia
of
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the
nearly
because the weakness and impurity
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from No. 3 east
took two games
School on
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Section 27, propei ties forwell,
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Vegetable Compound has been
the poor physical condition. The blood does not contain ac Santa Saturday
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first
the
Santa
the
M.
Fe,
P.
a
womN.
is
therefore
weak,
and
13E.,
1GN.,
of
red
range
township
corpuscles,
rich,
the necessary quantity
demonstrating its worth among
Let Him Know It If you are out of
meridian, has filed notice of inten- watery stream which cannot afford sufficient nourishment to sustain the Fe Indian School by a score of 4 to 0, en, as the greatest of all remedies for a
you must let the employer
cannot
resist
position,
Coldisease,
nourished
A
St.
and
Michael's
from
the
health.
other
r
body
poorly
tion to make final
female ills, and 'the tremendous volproof, to system in ordinary
this explains why so many persons are attacked by a spell of lege by a score of lu to 4. Platero ume of letters on file in the Pinkham know it. A want advertisement in the
establish claim to the land above de- and
man in the city
sickness when the use of a good tonic would have prevented the trouble. pitched a good game for the visitors,
at Lynn, Mass., from ness and professional
laboratory,
g
scribed, before the register and re- In S. S. S. will be found both
and tonio qualities combined.
and a great many In the
and
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Nava-joewere
one
who
with
of
the
exception
grateful women in all parts
ceiver, United States land office, at It builds up weak constitutions by removing all impurities and germs from
FROM SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
and
Clark who pitched in the first United States and Canada, are ample state. If you have any special talSanta Fe, Now Mexico, on the 20th the blood, thus supplying a certain means for restoring strength
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
of
which
The healthful, vegetable ingredients
ON SALE DAILY,
game for the visitors also did good proof of its merit.
da- - of April, 1912.
invigorating the system.
of those systems work.
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the
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make
'
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S.
S.
is
S.
splendidly
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E.
Vegetable
composed
Lydia
Claimant names as witnesses:
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
It will not pay you to waste your
which are delicate from any cause. It is Nature's Perfect Tonic, free from
Compound is a good, old fashioned
Cleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia, An- all harmful minerals, a safe and pleasant acting medicine for persons of
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owner and other proper parties defendant, in any court having jurisdiction, for the collection of said
assessment, together with interest,
costs and penalties, and the enforcement and foreclosure of said lien on
said premises in the same manner
as now provided for the foreclosure
of mortgages on real estate, and he
shall diligently prosecute said suit.
and all sums collected or realized
from payments made to the city upon
said assessments or collected by the
City thereon by suit or otherwise,
shall be paid to the owner or holder
of said lien.
Passed and approved the 9th day of
April, 1912.
THOMAS P. GABLE,
Acting Mayor.

Politics and Politicians
nates, M. A. Maloney, John M. Smith,
D. C. Howell, John M. Spruill, L. E.
Herndon, A. Abbott, J. M. Milburn,
and J. R. Wash. The delegates were
instructed to vote for F. F. Jennings
for delegate to the national conven- tion. A poll showed Champ Clark to
be first choice: Wilson second choice,
and Harmon third choice. The
tions commend Governor McDonald,
the Democratic House and speak for
progressive legislation.

Quay County Democrats.
Quay county Democrats will hold
their convention at Tucumcari on
May 7 lo choose 1 delegates to the
state convention at Clovis.
Woman on School Board.
Mrs. Joseph Lowrey was elected to
the school board at Elizabethtown,
county, to serve the three
years term. She succeeds O. J. Niles.
Julius Uhlfelder was elected for two
years.

resolu-Colfa-

x

forty-eigh-

Torrance County Democrats.
The Democratic convention at Es- tancia elected the following dele- at.
gates to the state convention
Clovis: Ed Robertson, J. B. Woods,
F. F. Jennings, Dr. Black, R. L. Hit.;,
Juan Cruz Sanchez, J. L. Lobb; alter- -

Democrats Against Union
Labor.
13. The
House
Phoenix,
April
killed the union labor bill providing
the union label should be placed on
all state printing.
A similar meas-- .
ure is pending in the Senate. A
pure food law, similar to California's,
was offered in the Senate by Senator
Wassell of Yuma. A still more dras- tic
bill than that al- ready in effect, was introduced
by
Senator Wood of Prescott. It defined
lobbying as ''an attempt to influence
the vote of a legislator, except it be
in a public hearing, or in a brief filed
with the proper committee," and pro- vides a penalty for violation, of $500
to $10,000 fine, or imprisonment from
one to five years.
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Discovery of Danger of Coal Dust ln
porta nt Handling of Explosives
Made Safer Government's
Experimental Coal
Mine.

The saving of many lives annually

this bureau is likewise
a notable
achievement, and will prove
in its effects to a class of
which has been in great need
of some practical relief.
The excessive and unnecessary loss
of life in the mines of this country
was one of the primary causes for the
creation of this bureau.
For years
hundreds of miners were killed in
mine disasters, and practically nothing was done to check the terrible loss
Df life.
There was also need for an investigation to determine what could
be done In the way of handling the
high explosives, as well as to improve
the conditions under which the men
worked.
Spurred on by President Taft, an
act creating the bureau of mines was
passed by congress and became effective on July 1, 1910. John A. Holmes
of the United States geological
was appointed as the first director. Mr. Holmes was reputed and certified to be the best trained man for
the place obtainable in the United
States.
The chief experimental station was established
in
Pittsburg,
where the investigations of the problems entrusted to the bureau have
been prosecuted so successfully for
nearly two years.
In the year 1907, the most disastrous
of all years in the American coal
mine, 3,125 miners lost their lives.
This represented
4.86 men
killed
for every 1,000 employed. In coal
mines in Europe less than two miners
are killed out of every 1,000 employed. As a result of the work conducted
by the bureau of mines, and the wise
use of an appropriation of $150,000
made by congress, the death rate has
already been reduced to practically
of what it was in 1907.
One of the notable achievements of
the bureau of mines was the demonstration of the fact that coal dust in
a bituminous mine is more dangerous
and deadly than gas. It has been the
belief, heretofore, that gas or fire
damp was the greatest menace to the
miners, and little attention was given
to the accumulation of coal dust. The
bureau of mines proved to the satisfaction of the miners as well as operators that coal dust would explode, and,
unlike fire damp, carried no warning
with It. The keeping of dusty mines
wet, as recommended by the bureau of
mines, was found to reduce materially
the chances of an explosion of coal
dust.
Good Work of Bureau.
The number of deaths In the mines
has been greatly reduced as a result
of the testing of explosives under the
direction of the bureau of mines. In
the year 1908 the coal lines in the
United States used two million pounds
or short name explosives, and at pres
ent nearly seven times that quantity
is being used with greater safety, due
to the
of the coal operators and the bureau of mines.
The establishment of an
l
coal mine at Brucetown, Pa.,
twelve miles from Pittsburg, Is still
another notable achievement of the
bureau of mines. It places the United
States in advance of other nations
with respect to this research and experimental work in mines. Numerous
tests are made at this experimental
mine, from which many excellent results are obtained.
Still another Important work which
is conducted under the auspices of the
bureau of mines is the rescue of en
tombed miners. Since the creation of
the bureau many hundreds of lives
have been saved. At the big mining
disaster in Ohio one of the rescue
corps of the bureau of mines arrived
at the scene thirty-twhours after
the disaster. Three men were rescued who had been given up as dead
and allowed to remain in the mine.
At another time one man was found
alive among 150 dead, and today he is
the sole survivor of that terrible catastrophe due to the splendid work of
the rescue corps.
Before the bureau of mines was
made possible by the interest of
President Taft, which was followed
by the necessary legislation for its establishment, there was no organized
effort in saving the lives of entombed
miners. Time and again, men have
sacrificed their lives in vain attempts
to rescue their companions. This unnecessary sacrifice of life has been
of the
stopped by the
state authorities with the federal rescuers attached to the bureau of mines.
An investigation of the fuel resources
of the United States is also being
made with a view of checking the
waste, and increasing the efficiency
with which fuel is used. This latter
phase of the work is a part of the
practical conservation policy of the
Taft administration.
wage-earne-

March 28, 1912.
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Delegates Pledged to Taft.

'5
The delegates to the
national convention pledged J5
a to President Taft on Saturday,,
April 6, 1912, numbered 280, as 5

ft

POSTAL SERVICE

Repub-jjjlica-

n

US

'follows:
Alabama
Alaska
Colorado
h District of Columbia
S Florida
f!
Georgia
Indiana

Government's Biggest Business
Concern Now Run on

Mod-

ern Basis.
PENNY

POSTAGE
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8 J5
2
12

26
20
8
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x
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Michigan
Mississippi

20 5
6

5; Missouri

Economy and Efficiency in Administration Under Hitchcock Make
Cheaper Postage Rates Imminent Policies Should Be
Continued.

j

2ft

POSSIBLE
'it

..j

7 ;5
79
4

New Mexico
New York

Oklahoma
2 ;ji
Philippines
16 s
South Carolina
16
5. Tennessee
;i
24
No branch of the public service f., Virginia
2
conies closer to the people than the
230 !5
In this depart- S( Total
poBtoffice department.
539
ment the Taft administration has ac- j(i Necessary for choice
complished results which have rendered this service more efficient than
at any other time in the history of the
Sunday service by employes has
country.
In thorough accord with the policy been reduced to a minimum, with litof economy and efficiency of the Taft tle objection from the patrons of the
administration. Postmaster General service.
Reforms Under Way.
Frank H. Hitchcock has put an end to
have
other improvements
Many
the annual deficit in the postoffice department and made possible the seri- been made in the postal service durous consideration of furlher reforms ing President Taft's term of oitice,
and improvements, not the least im- such as the shipment of periodicals in
portant of which is the imminent pos- carloads by fast freight, which has resibility of penny postage. Many oth- duced the cost of transportation and
s
er reforms that have the support of expedited the handling of
President Taft will be inaugurated
mail, and the consolidation of the star
this year. Another term of the Taft route and rural delivery services so
that it has been possible to establish
administration would place this
business institution completemany new routes and to serve thousands of additional patrons on existly on a business basis.
At the beginning of the present ad- ing routes with little or no increased
ministration the postal service was in cost. But the Haft program of postal
arrears to the extent of $17,479,770.47. reform and progress is not yet comwhich was decidedly the largest de- pleted. The president is urging conficit on record. Last year the reve- gress to adopt legislation for the rerates en a
nues exceeded the expenditures
by adjustment of postage
basis of cost, which will eventually
$219,118.12.
t
rate on letter
The wiping out of the deficit has permit of a
been accomplished without any cur- mail. A project also is under way for
tailment of facilities. On the con- giving to village communities the
trary, there has been established 3,744 same free delivery of mail that Is now
new postoffices, delivery by carrier enjoyed by cities and the rural popuhas been provided in 186 additional lation.
The establishment of a domestic
cities, and 2.516 new rural routes, aggregating 60,679 miles, have been au- parcel post has received the earnest
In
thorized. Meanwhile the force of pos- consideration of the president.
tal employes has been Increased by some branches of the delivery servmore than 8,000, and last year the ice, notably the rural and city deliv
total amount expended for salaries ery routes, the equipment now neces
was approximately $14,000,000 greater sary is sufficient for the additional
of considerable
mertransportation
than two years ago. The average annual salary has been increased from chandise with little or no increase in
$869 to $967 for rural carriers, from expense. A system thus limited would
$979 to $1,0S2 for post office clerks, enable the government to render an
from $1,021 to $1,084 for city letter important service to many millions or
from the
carriers, and from $1,163, to $1,183 for people and to determine
railway postal clerks. Thus a marked viewpoint of actual experience the
extension of the postal service and most desirable manner of extending it.
President
has
Taft, accordingly,
increased compensation for its employes have gone hand in hand with a urgently recommended to congress the
adoption of the necessary legislation,
vanishing deficit.
and to present the issue clearly, three
Postal Banks Great Success.
items of $50,000 each have been inBy persistent effort the present Republican administration secured the cluded in the estimates of the postal
passage on June 25, 1919, of the act service by Postmaster General Hitchcreating the postal savings system, cock, two to cover the initial expense
which is now in operation at prac- of introducing the parcel post on rural
tically all the 7,500 presidential post routes and in the city delivery servoffices.
Preparations are being made ice, respectively, and the third to
for its extension to 40,000 fourth-clas- s meet the cost of an investigation lookpostoffices. It is confidently ing to the final extension of the servanticipated that the deposits at the ice to the railways and other transclose of the present fiscal year will portation lines.
aggregate $50,000,000, and that the inDr. Wiley Supports Taft.
come of the system will be sufficient
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, who quite reto pay all operating expenses.
Under President Taft the postoffice cently resigned as chief chemist of the
department has engaged in an aggres- department of agriculture, when in
sive crusade against the fraudulent Cincinnati several days ago, made the
use of the mails. Last year the in- following statement:
"President Taft Is the one man who
spectors Investigated many cases involving the sale of worthless stock in stood between me and destruction at
imaginary mining companies and oth- Washington. When efforts were being
er fictitious concerns. There were al- made to 'assassinate me,' Taft proved
together 529 indictments and 184 con- my only protector. He stood by me
victions with but twelve acquittals. and I am grateful to him. I hope he
The other cases are pending. The con- will be
president."
victed swindlers had defrauded the
From all over comes the news of the
people of many millions of dollars. A
great number of similar concerns solidification of the Taft forces for the
have gone out of business owing to mighty polling of sentiment that will
show Roosevelt never had a chance.
the rigid enforcement of the law
tirst-cias-

0

one-cen-

j

You cannot get up to date printing
mated value of $5,000,000 consigned
material
to dealers. She also took a large unless you have
amount of bonds. She was insured at and facilities. The New Mexican
Lloyds for 5,000,0O0."
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Titanic Still Afloat.
Montreal, April 15. Manager Mit- Your orders are always assured perchell of the White Star office here de- sonal attention.
nied a report credited to his office
All legal blank prepared according
that the Titanic had sunk. Mr. Mitchell said as far as he knew, the Ti- to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
tanic still was afloat, and was making State form, for sa'e by the N,?
Mexican Printing Company.
for Halifax under her own steam.

6()9-7t-

Position as cook. Camp
service preferred. 35
to 4H. Good references.
Address Paul
C. Wyeih, care Palace hotel, Santa
Fe, X. M.
Elegantly Furnlsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
WAXTED

cr government

the lives of miners throughout the
United States will be one of the
splendid results that will follow the
establishment of the bureau of mines,
one of the great achievements in the
interest of labor by the administration
of President Taft. The formation of

j
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SAVES

fled brick

pir-rig-

FOR SALE Cheap if sold at once, 4
room house and hirge orchard close
in. Address T. New Mexican.
"
S" and
rooms
Ft R XI S
for light housekeeping.
Inquire 114
Read St., near Vnion depot.
WANTED
experienced
in paints and oils for Santa Fe and
vicinity. Address C. L. Cox,
St., San Francisco, Cal.
OM

Mexico:

That sidewalks be built with vitri-- j
or cement, as may be
determined by the Mayor, on a line
and grade to be furnished by the City
Engineer, whose services are to be
paid by the owners, agents, or persons, in charge of the lot or land
abutting such improvement
(proposed), said sidewalks to be laid, built
and constructed within
sixty days
after the passage and approval of this
ordinance on the following streets,

hnuse.

D. S. Lowitzki.

ED-RO-

sary, therefore.
Be it ordained by the City Council
of the City of Santa Fe, State of New

diums 16falSe; fine mediums 1517c;
HELD. fine 10(ffl5c.
Kansas City, Mo., April 15. Cattle
Warren Jenkins Must Satisfy Police
Receipts 6.500 including 600- southerns. Market steady to 10c higher.
That He Knew Nothing of
Native steers $6.50S.60;
southern
Killing.
steers $67.75; southern cows and
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) heifers $4(a6; native cows and heifers avenues, or alleys, towit:
On the South Side of Buena Vista
Wyo., April 15 Mrs. $47.50; stockers and feeders $4.75
Cheyenne,
Avenue from College Street to Don
Warren Jenkins was murdered here 7.25; bulls $4.506.50; calves $5
last night. Her husband found her h..2o; western steers $6(S8.25; western Gaspar Avenue, a five-fowalk.
On the east side of Burro Alley a
body when he returned from down cows $4 6.25.
Market
town at 9 o'clock. Her head had been
Sheep
Receipts 8,000.
walk.
On the east and west sides of Otero
pounded with an Indian club, the steady. Muttons $4.50(5 6.50; lambs
house ransacked, but numerous arti- $li.50(f8; fed wethers and yearlings Street, from Palace Avenue to Marcy
cles of jewelry were untouched. Jen- $5 7.1 0 : fed ewes $:!.50(S 6.10.
walk.
Street, a
Cotton.
kins claims he left the house at four
The City Marshal shall serve a copy
.New York, April 15. Cotton spot of
in the afternoon. Jenkins and fiftythis Notice Ordinance, duly certi- fcur tramps are held for investiga closed quiet, 10 points lower. Middling! fl(S(J by tlle Cj, y
Clerk, on the own
tion.
uincinus il..JO,
liliuuililg gull 11. BU. ers, agents or persons in
charge of
200
Sales
bales.
Husband
Police Suspect
the lots or lands, abutting upon the
Wyo., April 15 The
Cheyenne,
said sidewalks herein proposed, which
Ordinance No. 3.
chief of police and sheriff are concopy so served shall be a notice to
An
Ordin"An
entitled
Ordinance,
his
wife.
killed
vinced that Jenkins
such owners, agents or persons
in
ance
to
assessment
lots
levy
upon
He did not arouse the neighbors when
to lay. build and construct such
charge
of
property abutting upon sidewalks within sixty
he arrived home, but went at once to and pieces
days from date
the coroner. The coroner says the Don Gaspar Avenue, between Manhat-woma- of service of a copy of this notice or
tan
end
in
Franklin
the
several
for
St.,
been
Avenue,
dead
had
dinance.
hours. Jenkins is left handed and the) City of Santa Fe, N. M., for the
Passed and approved April 9th, 1912
side of the woman"s face was pose of paying the cost of sidewalk
THOMAS P. GABLE,
smashed by the blows from the Indian improvement, and fixing a lien upon
Acting Mayor.
club. The murderer went to the sink each parcel of said property, and to Attest:
secure
his
assessand washed
hands. Jenkins says
the payment of the
P. DELGADO,
he was home from noon until 4 o'clock ment thereon, and declaring said asCity Clerk.
but a street car conductor says Jen- sessments a personal liability and
kins rode on his car between 3 and ciaim against the several owners of
LARGEST SHIP IS SINKING.
3:30.
The couple had been married said property, and providing for the
six months.
collection and enforcement thereof."
ron face One.)
(Continued
Be it ordained by the City Council
UNITED STATES CANNOT
of Santa Fe:
QUESTION INDIAN TITLES.
Sec. 1. That, whereas, the City about 350 miles South of Cape Race,
Council of said city has by resolution New Foundland.
Immediate inquiry by the Associated
Supreme Court Holds That Govern- or ordinance ordered the improvement Cannot Bring Suit in
ment of said Don Gaspar Avenue, by Press in an urgent dispatch to the
Oklahoma Courts.
the construction on both sides there Marconi Station at Cape Race was
(By Special LeaseO Wire to New Mexican) of of brick or cement sidewalks.
answered soon afterwards in the folWashington, D. C, April 15. The
Whereas after notice as required lowing words: "At 10:25 last night the
supreme court of the United States by Chapter 54, of the Laws of the sleamer 'jitanic called "S. O. S." and
oecided that the United States could
reported having struck an iceberg. The
noi urmg suit, iu Liie uAittiiuma .uu, i o
steamer said that immediate asistance
ordim
to set asiae conveyances uy
was required, Half an hour afterin
blood Choctaws and Chickasaws oti""
wards another message came reportrea
butt'nS
l,aJcels
whether
land inherited by them,
the
aforesaid
of
Don
ing they were sink'ng by the head,
Gaspar
portions
"homestead" or "surplus" land. The Avenue
have failed to build or con- and that women were being put off in
decision confirms thousands of conthe life boats.
struct the sidewalks as required.
veyances.
Favorable Conditions.
And, whereas, therefore, the sidewalks have been constructed and
"The weather was calm and clear,
built by order of the city council of the Titanic's wireless operator reportthe City of Santa Fe as provided by ed; and he gave the position of the
statute in such cases.
vessel as 41 minutes 46 seconds North
Mexican.
To the Editor of the New
or
the
construction
And,
whereas,
latitude, and 50 minutes 14 seconds
A paragraph in a recent issue of
building of sidewalks has been com- West longitude. The Marconi station
the New Mexican has caused an ima Cape Race notified the Allan Liner
pleted;
pression that the N. M. Historical Sobe it further ordained:
Therefore,
Virginian, the captain of which immefit)
ask the Legislature
ciety is going
Sec. 2. That there shall be and diately advised that he was proceedfor a large appropriation. On the conhereby is expressly assessed against
for the scene of the disaster.
trary we appreciate fully the financial each of the several owners hereinaf- ingThe
was
Virginian at midnight
will
new
and
condition of the
state,
ter- namoH nnrt liii- - aevirjl lrto np about 170 miles from the Titanic and
not, ask any increase of the sum at pjof
Qwned by thm
expected to reach that vessel about 10
present allowed to the society to aid
t, yey hereinafter describQ abut. a. m. today.
in its work; that is $500 toward main- - U
ions of
Qn
gad aye.
"The Olympic at midnight was in lalenances auu uu iu. ui
nue the several su;ns hereinafter titude 40 minutes 32 seconds North
of historic matter. W ith these mod
Btlmg s0
tionpd and gaid
erate sums we will keep the rooms assesseJ are hereb dclared to be a and longitude 01 minutes 18 seconds
West. Se was in direct communicam-ana exuious utieu iu
pi.u.n.
1i;ihilHv which almll ho rite. tion with the Titanic and is now makto
preday in the year, and be enabled
charged and paid with interest and ing all haste toward her. The steamvent the loss from New Mexico of the
penalties as herein provided by said
alro reported herself as
historic objects and documents which several owners, and a lien is hereby ship Baltic
200 miles east of the Titanic, at
about
collecto
Eastern
would otherwise go
declared and fixed upon each of said 1:15 a. m. and making all possible
tions.
several lots or pieces of property to speed toward her.
L. BRADFORD PRINCE,
secure the payment of the sums as
"The last signals from the Titanic
Prest. N. M. Hist. Soc. sessed
the same with in- were heard by the Virginian at 12:27
against
April 15, 1912.
terest and penalties which may be en a. m. The wireless operator on the
forced against the said premises and Virginian says these
signals were
the owners thereof as hereinafter pro blurred and ended abruptly."
vided. The said owners and the lots or
Official Couldn't Believe Report.
pieces of property owned by them resVice President P. A. S.. Franklin, of
Closing Quotations.
resand
the amount of the
pectively
Merchant Marine,
New York, N. Y., April 15. Call pective assessments hereinafter made the International
l
of the White Star
the
highest
4
3
3
Prime
paper
money
against each owner and her property
Mexican dol- are named, described and fixed as Line here, was one of the first to be
4
Silver 58
notified of the reported disaster, but it
lars 47; Copper 15.50 15.75; Tin 43.25 follows,
was only through the Associated Press
Amalgamated.
Haffner-Retsch,
Lead
43.50;
to 992 sq. feet. that he learned
Tina
4.154.25;
of
and for hours
103
Atchison
83
extra filling, 68 loads at 25c per load thereafter he could It,
Sugar 127
only express his
New York cement walk at 14c
Great Northern 112
to
ft.
$138.88;
per
atonishment at the news and his doubt
Central 118; Northern Pacific 121
$17.00; to surveyor for line and grade, that such a
large and thoroughly pro112
Pacific
Southern
167
Reading
$1.50; making a total of $157.38; said tected
as
the Titanic could be in
ship
71
Steel
Union Pacific 173
property being situated on Don Gas- danger at sea.
in
Steel, pfd. 113.
said
of
Santa Fe,
par Avenue,
city
All Passengers Safe.
Grain and Provisions.
and bounded on the north by the
New York, N. Y., April 15. Vice
15.
Wheat
111.,
May property of Nathan Salmon, on the
April
Chicago,
President Franklin of the White Star
111; July 106l-8- .
south by the property of Muller and Line said at 4 o'clock, that he had
Corn May 78; July 77
on
east
Don
the
Kaune,
by
Gaspar definite information that all the pasJuly 54
Oats May 57
Avenue, and on the west by the prosengers fTad been transferred from
Pork May li.65.
perty of Tina Haftnr-Retsc-h
(Capital the Titanic. He had received nothing
Lard way 10:30. .
Addition to the City of Santa Fe.) however, indicating the extent of the
Ribs May 10:0510:07
Sec. 3. The City Clerk of the City
damage to the liner.
Wool.
of Santa Fe is hereby
directed to
Heavy Loss.
mar15.
Wool
St. Louis, Mo., April
make and issue to the person or perLondon, April 15. A member of a
ket steady; territory and wesern me- - sons entitled thereto special tax bills
leading firm of marine underwriters
duly certified against the aforesaid when informed of the disaster to the
several lots or pieces of property and Titanic, said: "Even if the Titanic
the owners thereof for the amounts reaches port, her owners will have to
of the respective assessments against calculate on a loss of at least $750,000.
i
j
BLADDER
;
the same with Interest and penalties The vessel cost $10,000,000 to build.
as provided by Chapter 54 of the Laws Her hull is valued for insurance pur'
of the Territory of New Mexico of poses at $5,000,000.
i
'
"I do not suppose the owners are
J24HOURS 1899.
Sec. 4. That the owner or holder covered to the extent of more than
of the said lien created against such $7,250,000 or at the utmost $7,500,000.
"It is generally understood the Tiproperty may institute suit in the
name of the City against the said tanic carried diamonds of the esti- 4

Mines Marks Great

of

room

Three

FOR RENT

Furniture or not.

City Clerk.
Ordinance No. 4.
NOTICE.
Ordinance Reauirina Construction of
Sidewalks.
Whereas, in the opinion of the City
Council of the City of Santa Fe, State
of New Mexico, the building of sidewalks on certain streets and avenues
and alleys, of the said city is neces-

WIFE FOUND DEAD
AND HUSBAND

-

MINERS' WELFARE
!

T. P. DELGADO,

g

'

I

DANGER AHEAD

Attest:

Arizona

Clark Carries Chaves County.
Democratic county primaries, held
Saturday, give Clark an avowed but
t
uninstructed delegation of
and Wilson nine. All the primaries
were controlled by the Clark crowd,
with no dissensions. The county
convention will be held April 20, at
Roswell, to elect twenty delegates to
the state convention to be held in
Clovis, May 14.

M.

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWR! TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and sup'
platens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
an4 rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231.

Fraternal Societies

sud-ve-

MASONi 3.

Montezuma
Lodgii
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
commun
Kegnlar
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall all
7.30.

ALAN R. McCORD, W.
CHAS. E. LINNET, Secreia.-y- .

M.

N.

Santa Fe Chapter
1. R.

A. M.

Regular
convocation s e c o n 4
Monday of each moatli
at Masonic Hall al
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. P.
ARTHUR SEUGMAK. Secretary.

one-hal- f

Santa Fe Commandery

pvflT1',,,,

f
iyfiWVf

No. 1, K. T. Regulal
conclave fourth Mott
rtnv in f!.ph mnr'h at
masonic ns,u ai y:m

rV-r-- Sr;

'7 Jr

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Santa Fe Txdge
Perfection No. 1,

et
14th.

degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry mee on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
Visiting Fotish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
S. G. OJITWRIGHT. 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRT F. STErPHENS, 32

iiecretary.
& P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.

60, B. P. O. E. holde

its regular session ot
the second and fourth
of
each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are invitee and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

expert-menta-

J. D. SENA,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homester.d No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Secon
and Fourth Thnre

days. Fireman'!

Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E, P. Robinson,
Cor. Lec. Fred F.

o

Alaria.

Santa Fe Cams
13514,

M.

W.

A.

ineeta second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting tkira
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE, Crnsul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Santa Fe
1

jrywL.v

Ajdi",

SJgl'

6673.

R

V

Camp
A

Nc.

n,ot

in Bi luesuay 01 eacn
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Fire
man s Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle.

MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 529. Holds its
stt
regular meeting on the first
IfyjWJy Thursday of each month at
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m.
XasiS
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,

v"

Dainty Lace Cap.
Lace caps are much in vogue for
young girls. It takes the dainty coiffure of the maid to produce the proper
Secretary.
effect when the caps are worn, and the
bits of vanity are hardly suitable for
ODD FELLOWS,
women of years. All sorts of old lace
Santa Fe Lodge
are being utilized in the manufacture
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
of the caps, the latter being especially
meets regularly
desirable for theater wear. They are
often finished with sprays of tiny pink every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
brothrosebuds, and fit closely over the in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting
ers always welcome.
hair. .
.

...

.

t..

FAGE EIGHT

TEE SANTA FE

JTEW MEXICAN. SANTA

FE,

IT. 1L

MONDAY,

seats and special furniture. Summer tools that you will never be sorry you well, alleging that their election is not
is coming and you should be ready, bought. You might as well have good legal. The successful candidates will
THE DAILY BOUND IIP.
locomotive and he temperance
tools and do the work right while you ask for a writ of mandamus on the
A word to the wise is sufficient.
movement?
clerk.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hali are at it.
with six tables pays well. Must b j Phone your electrical wants to Red
Whole Family
Indicted. At Las
One toots to stop the train, the
sold at once Price ?laOQ. O. C. Wat- 223, the Peoples Electric Co. Neat Cruces, six members of the same faX
WEATHER
FORECAST.
to
other strains
work and prompt service.
stop the toot!
son Co.
mily were indicted for larceny, the
Denver, Colo., April 15.
JeNew Mexico: Tonight fair, not
Santa Fe Employes' Maqazine The! Marriage License Issued. A mar- - famil being Ascension, Martin,
much change in temperature,
April number of the Santa Fe Em- - riage license was granted this morning sus, Antonio and Francisca Barel.
ployes' Magazine has reached Santa to Julio Abeyta and Lucaria Herrera,
frost; Tuesday fair.
and besides the usual good feast of two Indians from the pueblo of Tesu- LAST WARNING TO MEXICO.
XJS3iX$Jk3S5SSXXSXXX Fe
articles and illustrations publishes que, by M. A. Ortiz, county clerk. The
two of Dr. E. McQueen Gray's songs. couple were married by Monsignor
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
(Continued from Page One.)
See the New Goods at the Ten Cent
My Double and How He Undid Me, Father Fourchegu.
a comedy that's a good one. It's at
Store.
Tonight's Program at Elks': "The mander in chief, is reported to have
D. M. Ferry's Reliable
Ones Who Suffer," "Cowboy Damon
Seeds at the Elks'.
Motorcycles,
arrived at Mapimi, at 10 o'clock last
Goebels.
If You Want to Know the very lat- and Pythias," and "My Double and
night, where the main force of gov- The Smile that never wears off. Be- est in insurance, always look at the He Undid Me."
ernment troons is mobilized.
&
he
cause
eats at the New State.
Hall. This
advertisement of Hall
ne Mrst state saie lnauguraieu
A telegram from President Madero
Do Not Have your Douse wired un- week it is the Duplex Idea, a combi-- by Nathan Salmon at his Big Store
to one of his relatives here was reof Life and Accident.
til you see Sparks the electrician.
and
the
immense
drew
crowds
It, day
would be well to investigate it.
Prices right.
were busy in picking up the ceived today in which the Mexican
j buyers
President declared that he realized
in
New'
The Ones Who Suffer, a great drama
Picturesque Ceremonies
bargains of which the store was
that tne dilatory methods of the came
That is the title of a pagejed. Great piles of merchandise
at the Elks' tonight.
paign thus far were creating antagonthe
in
Illustrated
!,,
as
the
were
and
Sunday
replaced
away
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric
istic sentiment and that from now on
of
the
Times
Los
to
sufficient
Weekly
is
not
Angeles
of;collnter space
Laundry brought Into the office will
Among the pictures is oneway all the items on sale. This sale the fight against the revolutionists
be redeemed at 10c doz.
he pushed with all possible vigor,
San-- j will continue for two weeks and the:'-11Scottish Rite Reunion The ninth of a Corpus Christi procession in
FOR THE BEST
No Mention of American Note.
ta
while
Fe.
can
j
that
rest
assured
people
Acannual reunion of the Ancient and
If you are indisposed, sluggish, or ' the crowds prevented proper attention
El" Paso. Texas. April 15. If thj
cepted Scottish Rite of Free Mason
tired out feeling, take the first day. that yon will be well government warning has been receivry, Orient of New Mexico, will be held have that
Zook's Sarsaparilla Compound.
It; taken care of for the remainder of the ed by Consul Letcher he is keeping the
at Santa Fe May 16, 1, IS next.
Fresh Beef, Mutton,
or the
sale period. As fast as the lines are matter quiet this forenoon
Zook places at your disposal the will put you in tune.
service of a modern equipped Drug While Our Sunday dinners are good gold up they are replaced with new- rebel censor had suppressed the news.Pork and Lamb.
still we keep up the standard all stock so that you will find it a pay- A press dispatch received this afterStore.
W. C. T. U. Meeting Tomorrow af- through the week and give you your ing investment to visit the store and noon from Chihuahua makes no
Smoked and Salt Meats,
worth. Try us. New State, see for yourself what a dollar will tion of it.
ternoon at 3 o'clock, a meeting of the
The New actually buy.
Unsigned Communication
Women's Christian Temperance Union
Sausage and Ham.
Mexican
from
a
communication
has
TorArrested.
Frank
Wife Deserter
will be held at the home of Mrs. PatX
White Oaks, postmarked
Capitan,
university of Texas.
was a,Tested recently at Lords-terson.
,
X
Office of the President.
J. A. !I
- Policeman
WANTED A good horse for deliv- anent school election. But the coinmu-- hm., hvv
Austin.
ery wagon. See or phone Frank F. nication is not signed and will there- Beal for deserting his wife and family. J
fore go to the waste basket.
March 25, 1912. X
He was released on his promise to
Gormley.
X
President E. McQueen Gray,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent provide for his family in the future.
Oh, You "Hammock Built for Two".
nooms eieganuy lurnisnea ana nav--i
X
See the advertisement of J. F. Rhoads
University of New Mexico,
Death of Wjfe of D L. Newkirk.
X
who is a manufacturer of lawn swings, ing all modem conveniences, includ- - Th manv fripnds of Daniel t, New
Albuquerque.
Ph one 92.
X
mg electric light, steam heat and kirk, and especially his journalistic
My Dear Doctor Gray:
baths, in the First National Bank brethren, will grieve to hear of the
I have read with much in- - X
iu r. ju.
terest your bulletin on the X
Hpoth of Mrs Newkirk at Artesia on
uuuiug.
Bargain Week at Big StoreA band A n 12 Interment will be at Drake- Spanish language in New Mex- - X
today made the rounds of the city an ville, Iowa. Mr. Newkirk is editor of
X
ico. The subject is discussed
nouncing the bargain sale week that the Pecos Valley News.
X
in an original, broadminded
began today and will last until April
and patriotic way and the plan X
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
iiO. It will eclipse anything in that line
proposed appeals to me as X
1, A. A. S. B., will hold a regular meetever pulled off in the capital.
and statesmanlike. X
ofpractical
of
installing
A Vitagraph western picture at the ing for the purpose
I
be
of any service in X
can
If
ficers for the ensuing year this evenElks' tonight.
effort that may be made X
any
Rose
Aztlan
Croix,
Chapter,
So
Frost
the Weather
Tonight
Make
to carry it out, please command X
Bureau predicts. The maximum shade No. 1, A. A. S. R., will hold a regular
X
me.
Believe me,
I
of
of Fine ools
electing
temperature yesterday was 51 de- meeting for the purpose
X
Very sincerely yours,
ligrees; the maximum sun temperature officers for the ensuing year. All
S. E. MEZES. X
78 degrees.
The minimum last night Scottish Rite Masons are invited to
X X X X X X XXXXXXXXJS
was 32 degrees. The relative humid- - attend. Meetings at 8 o'clock at Ma- ity was down" to 26 per cent last eve-- i sonic Hall.

What is the difference between a

The Home of Quality Groceries

1

.

TOOT!

All' Phones
U

15

--T

APRIL 15, 1912.

t

TOOT!

Stop Your Autos,

Connect Directly

Aeroplanes, Carriages,
Buggies, Wagons,
Footsteps,

With Ours!

1

o

melt-articl-

On Disagreeable Days and

At Our Station

Wash Days,

1

!

And Behold! Your
Order of Quality Groceries
Arrives At
Your Door On Schedule Time!

MEATS,

.

's

XXSX5tSXSJS?SS3f

1

1

Mo-inte-

PObLTRY. Plaza Market Co.

FISH,

Everything in Vegetables.
Our New Baker Makes the Best Bread Yet

;

Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4,

We

SPITZ

.

a Specialty

THE JEWELER.

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

!

FOR

HEADQUATERS

E

We Make a Specialty
of Fine Tools

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

ally.
e
If you will consider that the rim of

the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tmce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us

" Time

ning.
Ride in E. M, F. car &nd be sure to
get back.
This is the Season oi the year when'
every well dressed woman looks well,
to her foot wear, and she can do no
better than to call at John Pflueger's
and look over the immense stock carried there. It is equal in many re- spects to the large stocks carried in j
the metropolitan centers. Here, you
will find the very latest styles that
are manufactured.
See page 3.
Peroxide of Hydrogen is an essen- tiai thing in every household. Be sure
it is of full strength by making your
11
purchase at Zook's.
Nnul i
th Spaenn fni- - farnontrv
li Tir.1.1r in. nthn A.!n .... ......ml nKA..
..win. auu uiuci Having ity luilltu dUVJUL
the house. Your tools no doubt will
be found wanting and the Santa Fe
Hardware and Supply Co. will furnish
you with one, two, or a whole kit of

Santa Fe Hardware

Pieces That Are

Reliable."

y.

& Supply Co.

Cox Gives Bail. Jonn T. Cox waiv- ed a hearing and gave $15,000 bail at
Socorro in the charge of having killed
Lige Carter at Magdalena during a
street quarrel.
New Phase of Roswell Fight. City
Clerk George H. Williams of Roswell
has refused to issue election certificates to the new city officials of Ros- -

NOTICE.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the New Mexico Telephone
Company will be held at its office,
New Mexican Building, Santa Fe, N.
Mex., Monday, April 22, 1912,
Ads

New Mexican Want
results every time.

4 p.

m.

brings

;

Violets 25 Cts a Bunch
AT THE

Clarendon 6arden
Down Town Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Phone Black 12.

OUR
TH E BIG STORE.
APRIL

15

TO APR 1L JO

This is not a Clearing Sale of the Season, but GENERAL SALE

OF THE

YEAR.

Our Sale Will Last Fifteen Days, and During This Time You Will Buy at the Following Prices:

OUR COMPETITION

is growing larger and larger every day, we are forced to protect our customers and other people in general. We
AS are the leaders in the town,
and we are going to be, by giving you more for your money. Every piece of merchandise in our store will

BE REDUCED IN PRICE DURING THIS SALE. All the Spring Goods are in, so our STORE is FULL from one end to the other. Our
Ladies'
Department is complete, from a calico dress to the most expensive garment. Gent's Department is composed of the
very best that is in the market. We handle HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHING.
ar

Ready-to-We-

i

1

CII iC 100 yds. Pongee Silk,
price,
J1LIYJ $1.25 per yd. Will beregular
sold at 75c.
per yd. 10 per ct. discount on all other silks.

-

?fi CI fAflf REDUCTION on all Dress
L3 IPap
tCIl I.
Goods during the sale.

Ladies' Silk
Waists
and

Regular price, $5.00
now at one price only,
i

m iir

'

jr

.

.

...SKIRTS...

'

mm

$4.00,

$15.00 Pana- -

ma for .
$12. 5a Pana- ma for .

f

j1

f--

$ 8.50 Pana-

fl

OV

ma for

qV0J

,

.

One lot, regular price
$5.50 and $4.50, for

CA

Mien's Shoes
$5.50 and $5.00
FLOtSHEIM

SHOES

AT

...

20 yards of Calico for

2o yards of Apron Gingham for
10 yards of French Dress Gingham for
10 yards Percale for
16 yards of Unbleached Muslin
for
12 yards Bleached Muslin for .

$3.50
SHOE

5.75
Ladies' Hose, 4 prs. 25c, Men's Hose, 5c. a pair

....

.........
;

DXJ

.

10

yards

of

I

U lw.
LfiAyC

Indian Linen for

.

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

h

A

rf

23c and 20c Lawns will be

counters

at

12

1- -2

thrown on the
cts. per yard.

I

BIG REDUCTION IN LADIES' SUITS AND DRES5ES
100 MEN'S SUITS,

Hart, Schaffner

Prices from $20.00 to $50.00.

&

Marx,

Specially priced

at

The Reputation of this Store will

resented.

that

EVERYTHING is as repwill
fare the best.
Early buyers

Be your Guarantee

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS,

6

for

25c

LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS, 6 for

25c

Walk in and select anything you like. Note the old price on the tags, then note
the present prices and you will see at once WHERE YOUR MONEY IS SAVED.

NATHAN

